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ABSTRACT

In the last fifty years the seminal work by Kramers of 1940 has been greatly extended both

by elaboration of new theoretical approaches and through applications to new experimental sys-

tems. The most interesting case turns out to be the regime of weak-to-medium damping, in which

case the Fokker-Planck equation can be reduced to an equation or to a system of integral equations

of the Wicncr-Hopf type. Exact solutions can then be given for the escape rate from single- and

double-well potentials. This general scheme can be naturally extended to include quantum pen-

etration through a semiclassical barrier and the effect ot quantum noise. Finally, we consider the

Brownian motion in a tilted washboard potential using Josephson junctions as an illustrative ex-

ample. In that context we calculate (i) fluctuation-induced voltage-currem characteristics, (i i) the

lifetime of a zero-voltage state, (iii) the lifetime of the running state, (iv) partial probabilities of the

phase jumps by 2 irn (n is an integer) and (v) reirapping current distribution in both classical and

quantum regimes.
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1 Introduction

The aim of this article is to give a survey of the present state of the Kramers problem.
Originally, Kramers considered the escape rate of a Brownian particle out of a deep potential
well - His final results are applicable in the regimes of strong and extremely weak friction.
The problem of bridging between these two limits remained unresolved for more than four
decades. Meanwhile, great progress has been achieved in extending of the Kramers approach
to multidimensional systems. On the other hand, with lowering of the temperature the ac-
tivated decays of met as table states are suppressed and the quantum tunneling becomes the
dominating decay process. Interest to these problems was renewed in connection with the
phenomenon of macroscopic quantum tunneling which found a physical realization in exper-
iments on Josephson junctions. At sufficiently high temperature these devices also provide a
laboratory system for studying the classical Brownian motion in tilted periodic potentials (the
so called washboard potential). Being qualitatively different from both single- and double-
well potentials, the periodic potential displays a wide spectrum of new fluctuation-induced
phenomena.

In the main body of this paper we will focus on deriving some rigorous results for a number
of physically important systems. Since most of the work is original and attempting to make
justice to all those who contributed to the field is beyond our scope, it is reasonable at this
point to give a short commentary on the history of the problems under consideration.

The modern paradigm of the theory of decay rates includes on the equal basis the concepts
of the activation escapes [l] and the quantum tunneling escapes [2|. Quantum tunneling
corrections to activated escape rates were first considered by Wigner [3]. Nearly at the same
time Eyring developed the transition state theory (TST) J4], an important conceptual step for
chemistry. These considerations did not take into account effects of friction, and were thus
applicable in a wide range of friction strength for which thermal noise is sufficiently strong to
thermaiize the escaping particles, but friction still does not affect particle motion across the
top of the potential barrier. The explicit role of friction was first discussed by Kramers who
has shown that for sufficiently weak friction the escape rate is suppressed due to depletion of
the well population, whereas for strong friction it is suppressed due to the slowing down of
the particle motion at the top of the barrier. [5|, At this stage of development the research
in the field was summarized by Chandrasekhar [6].

An important breakthrough was achieved in the multidimensional Kramers problem when
Landauer and Swanson calculated the escape rate in the limit of strong dissipation [7j. How-
ever, most influential in the field were the articles by Langer who reduced the calculation of
escape rates to an analytical continuation of the free energy [8j, J9|. Mathematical procedures
developed in these papers have proved to be very useful in the solution of a large number of
physical problems. An alternating approach to similar problems was proposed by MilEer, who
considered semiclassical limit of quantum TST and substantially clarified the physical aspects
of the problem [10).

For a rather long time the perspective of experimentally confirming these results seemed
remote, a situation which changed with the discovery of the Josephson effect JllJ. In the
simplest model of a resist jvely shunted Josephson junction the behavior of the junction can be
modelled in terms of the motion of a classical particle in a tilted washboard potential in the
presence of friction and thermal noise [12]. From this time on investigations of fluctuation-
induced effects in Josephson junctions represent a major part of the further development of
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the Kramers problem.
Already in the Kramers work the limits of extremely weak and strong friction were in-

vestigated separately, by different mathematical approaches. Intuitively, it was clear that the
solution for the weak friction limit required a special technique. The first step in that direc-
tion was made by Iche and Nozieres who pointed out that in this regime the Fokker-Planck
equation can be reduced to an integral equation [13J. In particular, they have investigated
some properties of the solution of this equation (or a system of such equations) and succeeded
to extend Kramers' weak-friction-limit result to a double-well potential. In their second paper
these authors have written down a system of integral equations for the case of a washboard
potential and discussed qualitatively the fluctuation-induced voltage-current characteristics
of a Josephson junction [14]. Since the case of strong friction is much simpler, the calcula-
tions were first done in the limit of overdamped junctions [15]. The finite friction case was
investigated numerically by Risken and Vollmer using a matrix continued fraction method
[16]. They also found analytically the particle distribution function for the running state [17]
(see also [14]), formulated the problem of the lifetime of the running state and calculated
threshold current which separates the fluctuation-induced and deterministic branches of the
voltage-current characteristic [18]. The problem of the lifetime of the resistive state was also
discussed by Ben-Jakob and coauthors [19| and a useful expression for the retrapping current
distribution in terms of the lifetime of the resistive state was given by Barone et al. [20]. The
lack of an analytical approach stimulated work on numerical simulations both of single-well
escapes [21] and of fluctuation-induced phenomena in Josephson junctions [23].

1981 was a particularly important year for the theory of the quantum decay of metastable
states. During that year Wolynes solved the quantum version of the Kramers problem in the
regime of strong friction from the high-temperature side [23]; Affleck tracked the crossover
from thermal activation quantum tunneling for the escape rate of thermalized particles [24[;
Caldeira and Leggett proposed a general approach to dissipative quantum tunneling [25], which
opened a wide field of research in systems with intermediate-to-strong friction. To mention
only few of the immense number of the works in this field, we refer here to the articles on
dissipative tunneling at finite temperature (26], [27] and to an extension of Affleck's approach
to a dissipative case [28] with the use of Miller's technique [10].

Meanwhile, the underdamped Kramers problem remained unsolved. In order to get an
interpolation between the already known results, Buttiker, Harris and Landauer [29] have
inserted an additional term in the energy-diffusion equation, derived earlier by Kramers, and
applied this equation to the calculation of the average energy of escaping particles [30]. From
these papers and from the results of very careful numerical studies [31], [32) it was concluded
that the behavior of the decay rate for weak friction is nonanalytic, and the amplitude of
the first correction to the Kramers result was found with high accuracy [31), [32]. Nearly at
that time the research on systems with memory friction resulted in an extension of Kramers'
approach to the Brownian motion with long-time memory [33] and BHL's approach to non-
Markovian case with memory damping [34]. A review of activity around the Kramers problem
was given by Hanggi [35],

Independently of Iche and Nozieres, the present author also proposed the reduction of the
Fokker-Planck equation to an integral equation in the energy variable. The first paper [36]
contained a short description of this approach, the Gaussian kernel of the integral equation
and some mathematics which later turned out to be useful for the solution of the quantum
version of the Kramers problem. The most important result here was the conclusion that in

the classical limit the kernels of integral equations are universal Gaussian functions, which are
specified by a sole parameter for each potential well. An exact solution of the Kramers problem
was described in details both for single- and double-well potentials [37]. The considerations
were extended to the study of fluctuation-induced phenomena in a tilted washboard potential.
We produced results for the zero-temperature voltage across a biased Josephson junction, the
fluctuation-induced voltage-current characteristics, the lifetime of a sero-voltage state and the
partial probabilities of the phase jumps by 2irn (where n is an integer) |38]. These results
were complemented by calculation of the lifetime of the resistive state and of the retrapping
current distribution [39].

Lark in and Ovchinnikov have given a solution of the Kramers problem in the presence
of quantum mechanical effects [40]. In contrast to the classical limit, the resulting kernels
of integral equations are nonuniversal and depend on the overall shape of a potential. Later
this approach was extended to the case of Josephson junction [41]. The general problem in
this case is rather complicate due to a large number of parameters involved and thus, explicit
results have only been given for the retrapping current distribution [42].

Our main aim is to give a detailed and hopefully pedagogical derivation of a number of
physically important results. Explicit reference to previous work will be given only when
necessary for the clarity of the exposition. For an exhaustive up to date list of references and
a discussion of the various approaches see the review of Hanggi [43].

In the remaining paragraphs we outline the contents of the article. In Section 2 we sum-
marize the results for the Brownian motion in deep potential wells with emphasis on the
underdamped regime. Discussion of the physical aspects of the problem is given in parallel
with presentation of the results obtained in Kramers' pioneering paper. The main conclusion
of these considerations is that the escape rate of a Brownian particle out of a potential well is
governed by different mechanisms in the limits of weak and strong friction, and hence, a solu-
tion of the Kramers problem in these two limits can only be achieved by developing different
mathematical approaches. Our general line of reasoning is as follows:

In the underdamped limit the particle's trajectories are only slightly perturbed by dissi-
pation and fluctuations. The energy distribution functions for the particles at different points
of a potential well are related through the Green function of the Fokker-Planck equation.
When complemented by boundary conditions these integral relations can be converted into an
integral equation for the energy distribution function for particles at the top of the barrier .
The resulting one-sided convolution equation with a Gaussian kernel can be easily solved by
the Wiener-Hopf method, leading to an explicit expression for the escape rate in the under-
damped regime. The shape of the potential well enters the result through a sole parameter:
the energy loss during one oscillation for a particle starting at the top of the barrier. The same
parameter determines the average energy of the escaping particles. By combining this result
with Kramers' expression for the overdamped regime we arrive at an expression for the escape
rate valid in the whole range of damping strengths. Also in Section 2 we derive the lifetimes
of the Brownian particle in particular minima of a double-well potential, which are then used
to calculate the rate of relaxation of a nonequilibrium population in the two minima.

The approach based on the Wiener-Hopf equations is extended to the quantum case in
Section 3. The changes due to the energy level quantization near the bottom of the potential
well, quantum penetration of the potential barrier and the modification of the kernel of the
Wiener-Hopf equation in the presence of quantum fluctuations are naturally incorporated into
the scheme developed earlier. A principal difference of the final expression for the escape rate



from that in the classical case is the lack of universality, since the escape rate now depends
on details of the shape of the potential. (However, for two typical potentials this difference
does not exceed a few percent.) In the overdamped case for which the friction coefficient is
comparable to oscillation frequency, the distribution of particles in a potential well deviates
from the Boltzmann distribution and depends on the magnitude of the friction. An explicit
expression for the particle distribution in coordinate and momentum is derived for a Blowly
varying potential. It is shown that the interaction with high-frequency modes of thermal bath
results in large zero-point fluctuations of the particle momentum. The escape rate in the
overdamped regime ia calculated with the use of an analytic continuation of the free energy.

Section 4 contains an investigation of a variety of fluctuation-induced phenomena in Joseph-
son junctions. The latter system can be modelled by the Brownian motion of a particle in
a tilted washboard potential the height of which is hlje, where It is the critical current of
the junction. To describe the disaipative properties of the junction we adopt the model of a
resistively shunted junction, in which case the coefficient of viscous friction is l/RC, where R
is the shunting resistance, C is the capacitance. The tilt of the cosine potential is governed by
the external current I. As an introductory step we consider the voltage-current characteristics
in the absence of thermal noise. For I < Io = IJRCCl, where fl is the Josephson plasma fre-
quency, the junction can only exist in a zero-voltage state, analogous to the small oscillations
of the Brownian particle at the bottom of a potential minimum. In the opposite case (/ > /<>)
in addition to the zero-voltage states the resistive state also becomes possible in analogy with
the solution in which the particle is flying above the potential barriers. In the presence of
thermal noise the average voltage V(I) (calculated in an exponential approximation) remains
nearly zero for / < Io', whereas in the / > Jo case V(I) is drastically changed compared to
the corresponding running state voltage V{I) due to fluctuation-induced switchings between
zero-voltage and running states. At sufficiently large values of / the effects of thermal noise
become negligible and V{I) as V(J) at I > I\ ss 2.63Jo- In this regime the junction spends
most of the time in the running state. By using the same exponential approximation we also
calculate the retrapping current distribution, which describes the probability for the junction
to switch from the running state into a zero-voltage state in the process of the slow decrease
of the external current / , This distribution turns out to be Gaussian with a typical width
of order eT/hRCfl. Below the threshold current 7D, if fluctuation-induced transitions of the
Brownian particle between different potential minima are taken into account, the average volt-
age V(I) becomes nonvanishing, although exponentially small. The mathematical formulation
of this problem is in terms of a system of two integral equations of the Wiener-Hopf type for
two distribution functions which describe the particles escaping out of a potential minimum
across the left- and right-hand sides of the barriers. (Due to periodicity of the problem, these
functions are identical for all the barriers.) With some modifications, this approach can also
be exploited in calculating the preexponential factor for the voltage^current characteristics
above threshold. Exactly at threshold, 1 = IQ, the function V{I) undergoes a finite break in
its logarithmic derivative. In a similar way we can also calculate the preexponential factor for
the lifetime of the running state. Also in Section 4 we consider the Brownian particle escape
rate out of a particular potential minimum. This problem is equivalent to the calculation of
the lifetime of a zero-voltage state and its solution requires the investigation of an infinite
system of integral equations, due to the presence of nonequivalent minima of the potential. In
spite of this problem being rather complicated, a closed solution can still be found, and allows
us to calculate the partial jump probabilities between different minima and the probability for
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the junction to go over from a zero-voltage into the running state. Again, the generalization
of these results to the quantum case is straightforward. However, the final expressions are
complicate, since they depend on the additional parameter hUj2nT, a measure of the the
quantum effects. Accordingly, a detailed expression is only given for the retrapping current
distribution which in the ultraquantum regime, Ml > T, has a width of order e/RC. We
conclude with a brief summary and discussion of our results in Section 5.

2 Lifetime of a classical Brownian particle in deep po-
tential wells

2.1 Formulation of the problem and review of Kramers' results
The starting point in Kramers' model is the Langevin equation

dt*
dx dV{x) .

•dt dx
(2.1)

where x is the position of a particle with the mass m, 7 is the damping rate, r)(t) is a stationary
Gaussian force associated with the coupling to the viscous thermal bath,

(2.2)

Equation (2.1) is equivalent to the Fokker-Flanck equation,

af+:
for distribution F(p, x, t) of an ensemble of noninteracting Brownian particles in momentum
p = mdx/dt and position x. We begin with the simplest example of the metastable state
when a Brownian particle once escaped over the barrier has no chance to return back. The
corresponding one-well potential U[x) is depicted in Fig.l. The zero of the potential is chosen
to be at the barrier top located at x = 0. The boundary condition

F(p,x,t)->Q, SJ-KJO, (2.3)

reflects the initial condition that there were no particles at the outer side of the barrier at
t = 0, From now on it will be assumed, that the depth of the well Uo is large enough compared
to T. The ratio T/Ua is the principal small parameter of the problem. A Brownian particle
trapped into a deep potential well reside there for an exponentially long time, exceeding all
the relaxation times. That is a basic point in a theory of the rate of activated processes, as it
allows a sensible definition of the decaying state and introduction of the concept of the lifetime.
The problem of the lifetime of a particle in a potential well can then be formulated rigorously
in mathematical terms. Relaxation of an arbitrary initial distribution of particles interacting
with thermal bath is a two-stage process. After a comparatively short time the distribution of
particles inside the potential well and in a vicinity of the barrier approaches its steady-state
form. The next stage of relaxation is a purely exponential decay of the distribution as a whole,
caused by escapes of the particles over the barrier,

F(p,x,t) = (2.4)



Figure I: Schematic representation of a one-well potential. No particles enter the potential
well in the underdamped regime.

The steady-state distribution F(p, x) could be found from the equation

F pdF d f dU I dF\\ , ,
T m dx dp [ dx \ dp/\

which is obtained by inserting cq.(2.4) into eq.(2.2). Solution of eq.(2.5) is unnorroalizable,

/ F(p,x)dpdx = oo,

as F(p, x) diverges at x —t oo. One encounters the same problem also in the quantum tunneling
theory [44], The straightforward solution of eq.(2.2) with any reasonable initial condition like
eq.(2.3) is well normalizable and with the increasing of the time tends to the solution (2.4) of
eq.(2.5), but the larger x the slower. Below we consider F{p,x) only inside the well and in a
close vicinity of the barrier.

Near the bottom of the potential well the potential U(x) can be represented by a harmonic
oscillator of frequency fl = [ [ /"( i j /nl ' ' 1 , xm being the location of the potential minimum,

U(x) ss - - xm)2.

The normalized distribution function F(p, x) in this region of variables is only slightly per-
turbed by escapes over the barrier and retains the Boltzmann form,

F(P,x) « FQ(p,z) E E ^ exp (~£- -E > T, (2.6)

where ,
e = -E- + U(x) (2.7)

is the total energy, taken with respect to the barrier top, and F0(p,x) is the equilibrium
function. With account of rare escapes we can write

F(p,x,t) = N(t)F(p,x),

where N(t) oc exp(— t/r) is the number of particles in the well. The main contribution to the
normalization condition,

f° dx f°° F{p,x,t)dp = N{t),

comes from a narrow region near the bottom of the well, \x - xm\ ~ fr'fT/m}1/2 . In these
terms the escape rate l /r can be looked upon as the lowest eigenvalue of eq.(2.5) under
given restrictions on the function F(p, x). This approach is developed in full details in the
section devoted to calculation of the lifetime of the running state. In order to get more
physical insight into the problem we will proceed in the present section in quite different way,
calculating explicitly the flux of escaping particles.

The fiux of particles,
(2.8)J = r ?-F(p,x,t)dp,

J-CB m
calculated near the barrier top, doeB not depend on x so long as ^{xJI <e Uo, and through
the particle number conservation, dN/dt = —J, is related to the lifetime r of a particle,

1 _ 3_

7~ N' (2.9)

Below we shall use this relation to calculate l /r . The first term in eq.(2.5) is negligibly small.
Hence, the steady-state distribution obeys the equation

mdx
(2.10)

with the boundary condition (2.6) and asymptotics (2.3). In the general situation the above
formulated problem cannot be solved analytically. However, making use of the small parameter
T/Uo, in other words, for sufficiently deep potential wells, one can apply different approaches
in the regimes of weak and strong friction and derive in this way an expression for r, applicable
at arbitrary values of f.

It was shown by Kramers that at large 1 equation (2.10) needs to be solved only near the
top of the barrier. In this region the potential U[x) is parabolic,

U(x) « --mwV,

and eq.(2.10) goes over into an equation with linear coefficients,

P dF d



For this equation Kramers has found an exact solution of the above formulated problem,

where

V 4 / 2
(2.13)

The upper limit of integration is chosen to be infinity in view of the condition (2.3). The
integral in eq.(2.12) saturates at

(2.14)

In this region of variables the function F(p, x) approaches an equilibrium one. The solution
(2.12) has enabled Kramers to find the escape probability per unit time. Namely, one could
find the normalization factor in eq.(2.l2) by comparison with eq.(2.6) under condition (2.14).
Then, using eqs.(2.8) and (2.0} one obtains

(2.15)

This expression for the escape rate from a potential well has the following features:
1) it is exponentially small in the parameter Uo/T:
2) it is proportional to the frequency fl of small oscillations near the bottom of the well,

which enters the problem through the normalization condition for the equilibrium function
F0[p,x):

3) the factor (l+7*/4wJ)1/a -i/2u> s A/w is closely related to the increment of the particle
motion near the top of the barrier, since solution of the dynamic equation gives x(t) oc exp(At).
It will be shown below that the point 1) holds for all expressions for r above some temperature,
determined by quantum effects. The factor 0/2JT has to be changed in the quantum regime,
when separation of the energy levels fcf] becomes comparable to T. The factor A/w describes
explicitly the slowing down of particle dynamics caused by friction. This factor deviates from
unity only at 7 > w. With diminishing of 7 it turns to unity, and the corresponding result is
frequently referred to as TST-expression [4j.

The total flux J in eq.(2.8) is the difference of the fluxes JR and JL carried by right- and
left-hand-side going particles,

J - J/t - JL,

To the flux JL contribute the particles which are returning back after crossing the barrier. The
explicit expression (2.12) for F[p,x) enables us to estimate relative drop of the flux caused by
the recroasings,

This result gives a quantitative confirmation of intuitive feeling that the origin of the recross-
ings is interaction of a particle with the thermal bath. It is worth to be noted that the ratio
JL/JR does not depend on the temperature T.

The rigorous condition of validity of the above obtained results will be given below. A
simplified condition is that solution (2.12) approaches the equilibrium distribution at such x,
where the inverted oscillator approximation for the potential still holds. One should bear in
mind that at sufficiently large negative momenta p the function F{p, x) will always deviate
from the equilibrium one due to depopulation of this region of the phase space [see eq.(2.12)].
The condition (2.6) should only be satisfied for energies below the barrier top, when

_ _ _ <

This inequality together with eq.(2.14) yields

(2.17)
w(u> — A)

The last condition gives an estimation of a spatial region, where the equilibrium distribution of
particles is only negligibly perturbed by their escapes over the barrier. At large and moderate
damping 7 > w the condition (2.17) with account of eq.(2.13) yields

This means that F{p, x) deviates from the equilibrium function in a rather narrow region of
x, where \U(x)\ ~ T < Ua. However, in the underdamped regime, when 7 < u;, the condition
(2.17) simplifies to

- x >

and F[p, x) becomes nonequilibrium in a much broader region, so that with 7 -» 0 the inverted
oscillator approximation for U(x) shall inevitably be broken. The width of a typical potential
well by the order of magnitude is about lUo/muj^^.The condition of validity of eq.(2.15) for
r - 1 in the underdamped regime then becomes

7 > (2.18)

To conclude the discussion based on the solution (2.12), we write down the equation for f"'
in the underdamped limit of eq.(2.15),

(2.19)

We have derived the lower limit of validity of the last equation in a rather formal manner.
Now it is worth white to discuss the physical meaning of these results. It can easily be seen
that in the limit of 7 -» 0 the integral in Eq. (2.12) goes over into ${p - mux) where 0(p)
is the standard step function. The distribution F[p,x) describes, therefore, the equilibrium
flux of particles towards the barrier and the flux of particles reflected from the barrier. It
is physically evident, that at 7 = 0 no equilibrium flux towards the barrier is possible, as a
nonvanishing interaction with thermal bath only enables particles to climb up the energy scale
from the bottom of the well to the top of the barrier. We realize, therefore, that eq.(2.15) is



inapplicable in the limit of -7 -* 0, because it ignores the effects of depopulation below the
barrier top. Considering motion of a Brownian particle in the extremely underdamped regime
as an almost conservative one, with a very slow diffusion on the energy axis, Kramers obtained
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where S is the action per one oscillation of a particle with vanishing total energy,

= 2 /°[-2mr/(z)]l/J<k,

and xi is the left-hand side turning point, U{x1) = 0. By the order of magnitude S ~ U0/w.
Note, that in contrast to eq.(2.20), where S depends on the shape of the potential in a whole,
eq.(2.15) involves the shape of the potential well only through its curvatures at the initial
minimum and at the barrier top. The frequency fl is inevitably involved into both eq.(2.15)
and eq.(2.20), as it is a measure of the phase space available at the initial minimum, and thus
of the particle density which has to be depleted here by the flux escaping over the barrier.
The region of validity of eq.(2.2O),

Tf < T/S ~ uT/V0,

does not overlap with that of eq.(2.15) jsee eq.(2.18)|, they are separated by an interval of
damping 7 ~ vT/Uo. To calculate r in this region means to bridge up the whole range of
7, and thus, to obtain a complete solution of the problem. In a series of paper attempts
have been made at solving the outlined problem (see, e.g. Ref.[35] and references therein).
Unfortunately, these attempts involved unjustified assumptions about distribution function,
and results obtained in such ways represent only ad hoe interpolations between two Kramers'
reaults. In the subsequent sections a rigorous relationship for r"' valid at arbitrary damping is
found. No model assumptions have been used, the only small parameter of the problem being
TfUo. In what follows we shall systematically neglect algebraically small corrections of order
TjU0 compared to 1, retaining only the leading order term in a low temperature expansion.

It is convenient to factorize the decay rate into two parts,

f l Vo (2.21)

Dependence on the coupling to thermal bath is absorbed into the factor A, while the second
factor describes equilibrium properties of the ayatem and doea not require knowledge of the
dynamics. It is shown below that in the underdamped regime A depends on the sole parameter,

the loss of energy per one oscillation of a particle with energy close to the barrier height. The
anticipated expression for A should describe the croasover from the asymptotics

to the asymptotics

A « S/T, 6<T,

A « 1, T<Ui/j
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(2.22)

(2.23)

[see eqs.(2.20) and (2.19)]. On the other hand, at 6 ~ Uo, when u ~ 7, the preexponential
factor A depends only on the ratio -ffv,

j \ l/SL + ~ m - —• (2-24)
as is seen from eq.(2.15), At i <t u the last expression gives Ami. This means that
eqs.(2.23) and (2.24) have a common region of applicability, T/wUo < 7 < w, where i s s l .
Hence, one can bridge up the ranges of underdamped and overdamped regimes in a very
simple manner: once a functional form of A describing the crossover between eq.(2.22) and
eq.(2.23) is known, the naive product of it with eq.(2.24) will give the preexponential factor
A at arbitrary damping in a low temperature limit T/ l ' j < 1.

2.2 The Green function for the Fokker-Planck equation
The purpose of this section is to demonstrate that the underdamped Brownian motion

in a deep potential well can be adequately described in terms of a Green function of the
Fokker-Planck equation. In the next section this approach will be extended to derivation of
an integral equation, the derived below Green function being its kernel. In accordance with
Kramers' results we assume that the flux over the barrier is carried by particles with energies
E in a close vicinity of the barrier top, |c| < T. The scale of the potential energy exceeds
greatly both the thermal energy T and the friction-induced energy loss per one oscillation
6, Uo 3» T, 6. Therefore, the deterministic dynamics of the escape process b only slightly
perturbed by friction and the random force. As the total energy e [see eq.(2.7)] is the most
slowly varying quantity, it is convenient to use it as a new variable instead of the momentum
p. The price we pay for this convenience is that now we have to treat the right- and left-
going particles separately. To thia end we introduce the indices + and - . The Fokker-Planck
equation (2.10) may then be transformed via substitutions

p = ±{2m[e - t/(i)]}1 / 2 = p±(c, i) ,

ai. = m-p±[s,x)-

JL. - A ^L<L
dx dx t dx de

fn,L(e,x) = F[P±(E,X),X\.

To proceed further we observe that one can put E = 0 in the relationship for p±{e,x).
Indeed, our basic trajectory corresponds directly to E = 0, and the leading contributions to
escapes come from particles in a narrow range of energies ]e\ — T. Furthermore, the main
part of particle trajectories lies inside the well, where \U{x)\ > |c|. In this approximation the
Fokker-Planck equation (2.10) takes on the form

(2.25)

3E
(2.26)

with coefficients independent on E. Close to the left-hand side turning point, where ail the
particles are reflected back, we have

(2.27)

a
T



whereas close to the barrier top fR = fi only for e < 0. The function / t vanishes for e > 0,
as there are no particles going over the barrier into the well. Equation (2.26) takes on a more
convenient form after introduction of the action a along the basic trajectory instead of the
particle position x. The relationship between a sad x is defined by the differential equation

— = ±\-2mV{x]\xli, (2.28)

where the sign + or — corresponds to the sign of the particle velocity, so that s is monotonously
increasing along the trajectory. We arrive then at the equation

(2.29)

which describes diffusion and uniform drift in the energy space. Note, that propagation along
the basic trajectory is parameterized not by time or position, as in more familiar cases, but
by the action j . Equation (2.29) enables one to find a relationship between the functions / at
different values of the action a,

(2.30)

where g is the Green function of eq.(2.29) which satisfies an initial condition

Solution of eq.(2.29) for g gives

(2.31)

Quite naturally, the Gaussian random force induce the Gaussian distribution of variation of
the energy. The mean energy loss (Se) (6e = e — tf) is connected with the mean square value
of Be — (6e) by the fluctuation-dissipation theorem,

where the brackets (...) denote averaging over the distribution (2.31). The advantage of
introduction of the action J instead of the particle position x u that $ increases steadily along
the oscillatory trajectory, whereas assignment of * is insufficient to specify different cycles of
motion.

We have restricted ourselves to calculation of the Green function of eq.(2.29). A general
solution of this equation should be periodic in * at e < 0. For positive e this solution is subject
to the condition that no part idea enter the potential well from the outer side of the barrier.
These two solutions must be matched at e = 0. A detailed investigation of the function f(e,s),
based on a series expansion combined with numerical calculations, was presented by Risken
and co-workers [45].

A word of caution about the indices R and L, which were suppressed in eq.(2.3O), is in.
order. In the simplest case we insert into the integrand of eq.(2.30) the function fi. In the left-
hand side of this equation we get then the function ft at the interval of trajectory before the
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left-hand side turning point x\, and the function fR after reflection of the particles. Situation
at the barrier top is somewhat more complicated, because only particles with energy e < 0 are
reflected, whereas those with e > 0 escape over the barrier forever. An obvious implication
of eq.(2.30) is that in the underdamped regime the distribution of the particles throughout
the potential well can easily be found from the distribution at a certain z. Transformation
from the action » back to the position x is defined by integration of eq.(2.28). In view of the
oscillatory nature of the motion in a potential well it is rather likely that, if complemented by
a proper boundary condition to account for the escape of particles from the well, the integral
relationship (2.30) can well be transformed into a closed integral equation.

2.3 Integral equation for the distribution function
In this section we use eq.(2.30) to derive an integral equation for the distribution function,

which under certain conditions is equivalent to the initial Fokker-Planck equation. One of
these conditions, already derived above, f <, u , concerns the validity of eq.(2.30). In this
regime Eqs.(2.28) and (2.30) determine the distribution function f[x,s) within the whole
potential well, once this function is known at a certain point in the well.

To transform the relationship (2.30) into an integral equation we HM<1 additional infor-
mation about behavior of the potential U(x) at the outer side of the barrier. The simplest
situation is that of a single potential well, when after surmounting the barrier particles accel-
erate down its outer slope and never return back into the initial well. Is this case eq.(2.16)
gives an estimation of probability of recrossings caused by interaction with thermal bath,

Hence, we shall neglect the recrossings of the barrier. In terms of the functions /J>,L(£, x) this
means that /t(c,0) = 0. Close to the barrier top the flux of the left-going particles arises
only due to reflections from the barrier of the right-going particles with e < 0. This gives the
following relationship between fn and fL:

for
for

< 0;

> 0,

where r{e) is the root of the equation

U(x) = e, xm<x<0,

(2.32)

(2.33)

corresponding to the right-hand-side turning point at a given energy e. It should be em-
phasized that eq.(2.32) plays the rote of a boundary condition, because: (1) it interrelates
the functions JR and / i at negative energies; (2) it specifies the problem by the statement,
that there are no left-going particles directly at the barrier top. Particles with different e are
reflected at different x(e) but for [e| ~ T the range of x(e) is very narrow compared to the
size of the potential well,

\x(-T)\
We assume, therefore, that all these particles propagate along trajectories very close to the
basic trajectory (e « 0) and can be described by the same Green function (2.31).

13



One could doubt whether the motion of all the particles can be described by the function
(2.31) as particles with different energies oscillate with different periods, moreover, the period
of oscillation diverges as ln(Uo/H) with e —» 0. The answer is that we consider a probabilistic
problem and are interested, therefore, in evolution of the distribution function rather than in
dynamics of individual particles. Periods of oscillation do not enter the problem altogether,
since the probabilistic evolution, governed by eq.(2.31), depends only on the action a along the
basic trajectory. In more technical terms, if we introduce the action S(e) per one oscillation,

we can see, that at small energies

5(0) - S(E) « 2»|e|/n(e) ~ (|e|/n) ln(r/0/|e[), |e| <C Uo,

where fl(er) is the energy-dependent oscillation frequency. We can safely neglect the difference
between 5(0) and S(e), as it could only give small corrections of the order T/Uo •€. 1. In this
way we arrive at the basic parameter of the problem

S = 5(0) = /[-2m[/(x)]'/»dx = 2 f°[-2mU(x)]i'1dx,

which has already appeared in eq.(2.2O) by discussion of Kramers' results.
The purpose of the considerations was to explain why eq.(2.30) with the action a = S,

corresponding to e = 0, could be exploited to describe evolution of f(s,s) with \e\ ~ T. Now
we will proceed further with derivation of an integral equation. The relationship (2.32) will
be of crucial importance in this derivation, as it connects the distribution of the left-going
particles fL at the inner right-hand side slope of the barrier with the distribution of the
right-going particles. We begin with introduction of a new function,

/ ( ) / j . t . ) , for e > 0;
for e < 0,

(2.34)

where x{e) is defined by eq.(2.33). The function /(c) gives the rate of escapes for e > 0 and
the rate of reflections from the barrier for e < 0. The reflected particles make up a distribution
of the left-going particles JL [see eq.(2.32)j. These particles propagate to the left-hand side
turning point, where they are reflected again. At this moment the function fi changes over
into the function fR |see eq.(2.27)j. Propagating backwards across the well these particles
should reach the barrier and reproduce the initial distribution f[e). That is precisely the
condition eq.{2.30) has to be complemented by to be transformed into an integral equation
for the function f{e). Evidently, evolution of the particle distribution in vicinity of the closed
basic trajectory is governed by the Green's function [36],

- e') = g[c - (2.35)

where

is the energy loss per one oscillation. Now we are in the position to write down our principal
integral equation

f(e) = / " g(e - e W ) * ' . (2-36)

where the lower limit of integration is extended to infinity in view of rapid convergence of the
integral. Equations of this type were first written by Iche and Noziires (13] and by Leuthausser
[46], but without specifying the expression for JJ(C — E1).

The boundary condition deep in the potential well is

n (2.37)

Hereafter the distribution function is normalized to one particle in the well [see eq.(2.6)].
Then, by virtue of eqs.(2.8), (2.9) the decay rate is given by

!{e)de. (2.38)

Here we have used the identity m~lpdp ~ de and taJcen into account that in an underdamped
regime only positive momenta contribute to the integral in eq.(2.8). Equations (2.35)-(2.38)
are completely equivalent to the initial eqs.(2.2), (2.6) and (2.8)-(2.10) in the region of ~f ~
uT/Uo, when 6 ~ T. In the extremely underdamped regime, f « T , equation (2.36) simplifies
down to a differential equation

> S<.T,

subject to the boundary conditions of eq.(2.37) and

HO) = 0.

Integration of eq.(2.36) over positive £ yields in the same approximations

The solution of eq.(2,39) with the boundary condition (2.40) is given by

(2.39)

(2.40)

(2.41)

(2.42)

Equations (2.39)-(2.42) have been first derived by Kramers, his final result for r"1 being
eq.(2.20). Next we proceed to solution of eq.(2.36) at arbitrary 6 ~ T.

2.4 The Wiener-Hopf method in the Kramers problem
To calculate the escape rate 1/r one needs to solve eq.(2.36) with the boundary condition

(2.37) and then calculate the integral in eq.(2.38). Equation (2.36) represents a one-sided
convolution equation. To solve it by the Wiener-Hopf method [47] we introduce the one-sided
Fourier transformations

(2.43)

(2.44)

Comparison of Eqs.(2.2l), (2.38) and (2.43) yields
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The boundary condition (2.37) shows that f~(X) has a pole at A = —«,

After the Fourier transformation of eq.(2.36) we arrive at a Wiener-Hopf equation

where

ff(A) = exp - -

(2.45)

(2.46)

(2.47)

is the Fourier transformed counterpart of eq.(2.35). It is convenient to rewrite eq.(2.46) as

p+(A) + G(A)*>~(A) = 0, (2.48)

where

[ sxix +1)1
7? • (2'49)

The functions <fi+(X) and <p~(X), defined by eq.(2.43), are analytical in the upper and lower
half-planes of complex A, the only exception being the pole (2.45) of ip~{\). To explain the
Wiener-Hopf method in some details, we rewrite eq.(2.48) as

ln[-(p+(A)] = In ip-{X) + In G(A)

and with the use of the Cauchy theorem decompose lnG(A) into two terms, lnG+(A) and
lnG~(A), analytical in the corresponding half-planes of A, arriving at the equation

where

In Or (A) = x—~~ / dX, (2 511
1 ' 2JTI /-<*, A1 - A =F «0 y '

The functions G±(A) are entire functions which have no zeros in the half-planes Im A > 0 and
Im A < 0 and tend to unity when A ~-» oo. Naturally, we have

G+(A)G-(A)=G(A). ( 2 , 5 2 )

As the functions in the left- and right-hand sides of eq.(2.50) are analytical in different half-
planes of complex A, they should be equal to an entire function, which is to be chosen to
satisfy eq.(2.45) . In this way we arrive at the following solution of eq.(2.48) :

— . (2.53)

Insertion of eq.(2.5S) into eq.(2.-14) gives

A = \G+{0)\1. (2.54)

Here we have used the fact that G+(t) is complex conjugated to G~(0), which can be verified
by displacement of the integration contour in eq.(2.51) to the straight line ImA' = -«'/2.
Equation (2.54) together with Eqs.(2.51) and (2.49) gives an exact solution of the Kramere
problem in the underdamped regime.
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2.5 Lifetime of the Brownian particle in a single well
Insertion of eq.(2.5l) for G+(A) into eq.(2.54) yields the final result for the preexponential

factor A,

(2-S5)

(2.56)

(2.57)

(2.58)

This expression can be represented in several equivalent forms,

= exp s - 2s r e

= A exp \rfAy/'gf(i/2-nW-AyM
\\*/ ^n!(2n+l) V 4 / J '

where A = S/T,

is the error integral, f (z) is the Rieniann zeta function. The series in A in eq.(2.58) converges
inside the circle |A| = Sir. The asymptotics of A(A) may be obtained from eq.(2.57) for
A » 1 and from eq.(2.58) for A «C 1,

A > 1, (2.59)A(A) « 1 - 2(jrA)- I ' f lexp(-A/4),

J4(A) SS A[l + s(l/2)(A/ir)l/t] « A - 0.82As/', A < 1. (2.60)

In the paper [48] instead of f(l/2) » —1.46035 by numerical methods was calculated the value
1.46. The dependence of A on A is shown in Fig.2.

As one could have expected, A(A) is nonanalytic at A — 0 which reflects the principal
change of the properties of the system with alteration of the sign of 7.

The final expression for the lifetime of a Brownian particle in a single potential well may
be written down directly as a product of eq.(2.55) and eq.(2.15) ,

In the intermediate-to-overdamped regime, f£ 3> T, equation (2.61) differs from eq.(2.15)
only by terms ~ exp(-irS/4r). In the intermediate-to-underdamped regime, -7 < w, the
factor (2.24) brings in eq.(2.61) a relative error of order 1/1*1, which at fS ~ T is as small as
T/Uo . Hence, the product of eq.(2.55) and eq.(2.15) gives correctly the leading order term in
a low temperature expansion of the particle lifetime at arbitrary damping. Equation (2.61)
depends on five quantities: Uo, (I, w, S, and 7, which completely specify the metastable state
of a Brownian particle in a single potential well.
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3 4

Figure 2: Dependence of the preexponential factor A on the reduced dissipation
A = "|S/T = 6/T.

2.6 Energy distribution of escaping particles

The distribution of the escaping particles is given by the inverse Fourier transformation,

where tp+(\) is given by eqn.(2.51) and (2.53). Unfortunately, only numerical evaluation of the
integral in eq.(2.62) is possible, as <p+{X) cannot be represented in a simple analytical form.
This can already be seen from complicated structure of eqs.(2.56)-(2.58) for the preexponential
factor A(A), which equals <(>+{X) at A = 0. A comparatively simple expression can be obtained
only for the average energy of escaping particles

With the use of eq.(2.43) we get |37]

' - " ^ L — I f " — '•>-[«—(-5̂ )]*=
A = S/T.

The dependence of ?/T on the ratio 6/T is shown in Fig.3.
I

< - >

In the limiting cases one obtains

?«l-2(5rA)-'/ Iexp(-A/4);
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A » 1, (2.64)

Figure 3: Dependence of the averaged energy of escaping particles on the reduced dissipation
A = iSjT s 6IT.

? » f(l/2)(A/ir) l/J * 0.B2A1'1, A <C 1. (2.65)

At 6 > T the distribution /(c) is a Boltzmann one and 1=T. At S < T the average energy
of escaping particles is small and so is f{e) at e > 0,

1 - [6T)1'1,

The last expression gives an estimation of /(0), which has earlier been taken vanishingly small
[see eq.(2.40)].

An attempt has been made to solve Kramers' problem at 6 ~ T by inclusion in eq.(2.39)
an additional loss term due to escapes from the well [29]. In the extremely underdamped
regime this approach gives

ABHL{A) M A - A*l*\ eBHL m A1'*; A < 1,

if we choose the parameter a, introduced in the papers by Buttiker, Harris and Landauer
[29], [30] to be unity, so as to have A = 1 at 6 > T. We see, that these results differ from
eqa.(2.60) and (2.65) only by numerical factor |f(l/2)|ir"l/» <a 0.82, which is rather close to
unity. However, the distinction between the two approaches is clearly emphasized by their
respective results for A > 1. Results given by eqs.(2.59) and (2.64) exhibit a sharprdropoff
of corrections ~ exp(—A/4), whereas those of BHL yield relative corrections of the order of
A"1.
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2.7 Double-well potential

Now we return to a more general situation when beyond the barrier there is another well
of a finite depth, as shown in Fig.4.

Figure 4: Schematic representation of a double-well potential.

In this case there is a finite probability for the particle to return into the initial well 1 after
visiting the final well 2. This probability is nonnegligible only in the underdajnped regime,
when the particle that entered the final well 2 loses its energy BO slowly, that after several
oscillations fluctuations may still throw it back over the barrier into the initial well 1.

To take account of this process we introduce, in analogy with eq.(2.34), the distributions
/i(er) and /3(e) of the particles, moving towards the barrier from the respective wells. In
analogy with eq.(2.35) we introduce also the Green functions of the Fokker-Planck equation
for these two wells,

where S, is the action per one oscillation of the particle with c = 0 in the well j (j = 1,2),

= 2 / [ -

S, = 2 fZl\-2mU(x)\l/*dx.
Jo

To write down a system of integral equations for the functions /i(c), fi[e) by analogy with
eq.(2.36) one should take into account that there are now two distinct contributions to, say,
/ ((e). One of them comes from the particles reflected from the barrier one period earlier with
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distribution /[(£r)0(—e), the other comes from the particles which have passed over the barrier
one period earlier with distribution /i(e)0(e). The full system of equations is then

r

The boundary condition (2.37) for f^e) still holds with substitution of fi by fii and Uo by
Ui, whereas /s(e) has no Boltzmann tail deep in the well 2, as initially there were no particles
in this well. Following the definition (2.43), we introduce the Fourier transforms <pf(\) and
<P*[X) of /i(e) and /i(e). These new functions obey the system of equations

(2.66)

where
Gy(A) = I - exp[-A,A(A + :)], A; = S^/T. (2.67)

As above, VPJ"(A) is analytical in the upper half-plane, whereas <pi[X) has in the lower half-
plane only a pole at X = —t with the residue —i. The functions <p\ (\) and <pl (A) are analytical
in the upper and in the lower half-planes of A.

The system (2.66) is reduced into the two independent Wiener-Hopf equations:

where we have introduced the new functions

*(A) =

We are only interested in the equation for ^(A), us the flux over the barrier IB given by

(2.68)

so that we arrive at

gets

A = <pt(O) - (Pj+(O) = p+(0). (2.69)

After factorization of G^X), G,(A) and GU(X) in an analogy with eqs.(2.5l), (2.52) one

(2.70)
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and a similar expression for <p (X). From eqs.(2.69) and (2.70) it follows that the preexponen-
tial factor J4(AJ, AJ) for a double-well potential in the underdamped regime may be written
down through the function J4(A) introduced earlier by eqs.(2.55)-(2.58),

A(A,,A,) = (2.71)

The result takes such a simple form by virtue of the kernels Gi(A), G2(A) and Gl2(A) being
given by the same function (2.49) with different parameters A = 6/T. In the extremely
underdamped limit.Ai, Aj <E1 1, this expression gives [13]

For a symmetric double-well potential Ai = As = A, and the expansion of eq.(2.71) at A < 1
takes the form

A(A, A) « (A/2)[l + (2 ~ v/2)f(l/2)(A/*) l / I].

Numerically (2 - \/2)f(1/2) ss -.855456. A value —.859 for this coefficient was given already
long ago by Risken and Vollmer [49]. A much more accurate value —.8554 was calculated in
|48], [3lJ.

2.8 Population relaxation in a double-well potential

The final relationship for the escape rate out of the metastable state 1 of a double-well
potential may be written as a product of eqs.(2.71) and (2.15). The result is

I _ 2i f d + jlV'1 _ Jll
r, ~ 2* [{ + 4wV 2uj St)/T\

/D
V T

(2.72)

This result holds at arbitrary damping if. The final state of the particle is specified by the
only parameter 52, which influences the decay rate of the state 1 only in the underdamped
regime. Equation (2.72) goes over into eq.(2.61) for a single potential well at 52 » St. For
symmetric double-well potential one has 5[ = Sj. As the difference of the depths of the
initial and final potential wells does not enter the calculations, the friction-dependent part of
the preexponential factor is symmetric in the well indices. Equation (2.72) with fli and f i
substituted by flj and Vt gives the rate of fluctuation-induced transitions T?1 from the well 2
into the well 1. Oscillatory approximation at the bottom of the well IB by no means restrictive.
In the case of an arbitrary well one only needs to normalize correctly the equilibrium function
(2.6). Thus, our resulta describe completely the activated decay rates of a one-dimensional
metastable state.

The lifetimes rt and Ti derived by solution of the Kramers problem should be used as
elementary rate constants in the phenomenological equations for the well populations,

dN./dt = -J

dN2/dt = -J

+ JV,/r1(
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These equations conserve the total population Ni + Nt . Their solution is given by

NM [l + fe exp ( E ^ - 1)] + jy,(O) [l - exp (-1)]

where

2u>J SJ/T]

(2.73)

is the relaxation rate of a nonequilibrium population of the two wells.
We have derived above explicit solutions of the Kramers problem for a single-well and

a double-well potentials. In the next sections we generalize these results to the quantum
Brownian motion. Moreover, in Sec .4 we will derive a rich Bpectrum of results both for
the classical and quantum Brownian motion in a washboard potential. These achievements
demonstrate beyond any doubts high efficiency as well as wide range of applicability of the
developed above technique. With this experience one can easily develop an impression that any
problem of that kind can be given an explicit solution. Consideration of a simple modification
of the one-well problem shows that this conclusion in not true. Incidentally, we can easily write
down a Bystem of two integral equations for a single-well potential with barriers of finite height
on both sides of the well. In the standard way these integral equations can be transformed
into a system of equations for four functions p*j(A). The trouble becomes evident at the
next stage when one tries to find a combination of these four function corresponding to the
total flux across two barriers. In contrast to the double-well problem, when the total flux is
obtained by subtraction of the fluxes from the two wells, in the double-barrier problem the
total flux is given by addition of two fluxes. These physical circumstance changes radically
analytical structure of the equations and renders the double-barrier problem unsolvable.

3 Distribution and escape rate of quantum Brownian
particles

3.1 Escape rate of thermalized particles
To consider decays of metastable state* in the quantum regime, one must take into account

three different contributions into the final result. First of all, the asymptotics (2.37) for the
function f(e) deep in the potential well has to be modified. To do that one has just to recall
that in an oscillatory potential the energy levels equal (n + l/2)fcfl, where n is an integer
number. The normalized distribution function is then given by

exp ( " H ^ ) ' ~e ̂  T- (31J

This expression will serve as a boundary condition for / ( E ) calculated with account of escapes.
Similarly to eq.(2.2l), we introduce the preexponential factor A as a factor, reflecting

effects of dissipation, starting from the expression for the escape rate of thermalized particles
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in neglection of friction. The quantum effects manifest themselves in this process through
quantum penetration probability [l + exp{-2jr£-/fca>}]-' for a particle with energy e. Close to
the barrier top the discreetness of the energy levels can be neglected, since the frequency of
oscillations vanishes at Id -» 0. In this way with the use of eq.(3.1) we obtain

-=r
T J-a

exp ("I)- (3.2)

The lowest-order quantum correction to this preexponential factor was first obtained by
Wigner [3j.

The expression (3.2) for 1/r does not contain dependence on the friction coefficient ~j.
Therefore, it corresponds to the intermediate friction regime, TW/UQ <£ i < w (we assume
that fl ~ u). In the underdamped regime, 7 ~ uT/Ua, as well as in the overdamped regime,
•7 ~ w, the relation (3.2) must be modified by taking into account interaction of the Brownian
particle with thermal bath. This is the third factor which changes expression for 1/r. The
role of dissipation will be accounted for, if we write 1/r in the following form:

I7O (3.3)

where the factor A accounts for dissipation effects on the flux of thermalized quantum particles,
whereas the factor Atot describes total modification of the result compared to classical TST.
In the next sections the preexponential factor A is calculated both in the underdamped and
overdamped regimes.

3.2 Derivation of the transition probability
In contrast to calculation of the escape rate in the classical regime when we started from the

Langevin equation (2.1) or the Fokker-Planck equation (2.2), in consideration of the quantum
regime one must start by specifying the Hamiitonian of the problem. We are particularly
interested in investigation of the decay rate for systems manifesting viscous friction in the
classical regime. Though this condition is not sufficient to define in unique manner the system
particle+thermal bath, it is none the less sufficiently restrictive to determine in unique way
the effective action of the particle, resulting after integration over variables describing the
thermal bath. This conclusion is very important, as it means that all models of thermal bath
are equivalent in what concerns the results for the escape rate, so long as in the classical limit
these models reproduce the same Langevin equation.

In this paper we make use of two models of the thermal bath. While considering the
underdamped regime we take into account the interaction of a particle with thermal bath by
inclusion into the Hamiitonian of the particle a term describing effects of the Johnson-Nyquist
noise. In consideration of the overdamped regime we shall use a more physical model assuming
that the role of the thermal bath is played by a string coupled to the particle and tightened
in a direction perpendicular to the direction of particle motion.

To consider the quantum problem in the most simple way, one shall follow as closely as
possible the route we came over in the classical case. The first step then was derivation of
the kernel g[e — s'). In contrast to the Gaussian function (2.35), which can be written down
from nearly intuitive considerations, in the quantum case we shall proceed in a systematic
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way proposed by Larkin and Ovchinnikov [40]. The starting point is the Hamiitonian

where the last term describes linear in the particle coordinate x interaction with thermal
bath. The noise operator fj(t) is written down in the Heisenberg representation with respect
to thermal bath degrees of freedom. We assume that t?(() is Gaussian with the Johnson-
Nyquist correlator,

- t')}dt' = coth - l (3.4)

where subscript T denotes averaging over thermal bath states. As was already shown in Sec.2,
escaping particles have energies e ~ T. By virtue of the inequality T <%. Uo, we can calculate
the quantum transition probabilities in a semiclassical manner, starting from the classical
trajectory x[t) for E - 0, which is defined by the implicit relation

t[x) = ± (3.5)

where xv is the left-hand-side turning point, the signs + and - correspond to positive and
negative velocities of the particle. The particle starts from i = 0 at t = -oo and returns back
to this point at I -* oo (see Fig.l).

The amplitude of a quantum transition from the state e' to the state s in one cycle of
particle motion in the potential well under effect of the noise r) [t) is given by

A{e,e') = (e

where (e| and \E'} are the unperturbed wave functions, T denotes the time ordering. The
probability of transition from e' to e is then given by

In what follows we calculate g(e,e') and verify that g{e,e') — g[E — el). Applying perturbation
approximation to Afe,^), we find the first-order contribution to g,

(3.6)gi{e - s') = S(e - s'] - S(s - e') f°° w(e)de + w(e - e'),

where u> is the quantum transition probability in the perturbation theory,

|e')|3mi(f - e') [coth (3.7)

In a semiclassical approximation the matrix element (e|i|£-'} can easily be expressed via the
Fourier component of the classical trajectory x(t). To this end we shall write down the
normalized semiclassical wave function,
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where v(e,x) and p{e,x) are the velocity and momentum of a particle with the energy ea t a
given value of the coordinate x. We assume that \e — s'\ <%L \U(x)\ and expand the exponent
in the product of the functions |e') and {e\ in c - £* taking s' = E elsewhere, which results in
the expression

(3.8)

The integral over e in eq.(3.6) gives the perturbative contribution of the first vacuum loop.
The Gaussian nature of the Johnson-Nyquist noise (3.4) causes the situation that summing
up over all the vacuum loops will result in a general factor

[ (•CO 1

— / w(e)<fe:
J-oo I

in the expression for g(s — e'). The perturbation series is therefore of the form

[ f<x> "I r ( 1 r m H H l n

J-oo J L 2 J-oo
+ - r w(e - £")w(e" - e">(c"' - c'W'de'" + .. .1 . (3.9)

6 J-*x J
Applying the Fourier transformation

k{\) = l°° h(e) exp(iAer/T)<fe (3.10)

to eq.(3.9) and performing the summation in its right-hand side yields [40]

g(X) = «xp|ii»(A) - w(0)\. (3.11)

Though both w[0) and w(A) are divergent, their difference is finite which justifies the above
formal manipulations.

It is convenient to separate the factor 6/T out of tu(A) and represent j(A) in the following
form:

where u is a typical frequency of motion. At A = i/2 the function Z(X,y) vanishes in accor-
dance with the fact that interaction with thennal bath tends to relax the particle distribution
function to f{e) « exp(-e/T). At A = -i/2 the function Z(\,y) vanishes due to particle
conservation. The function Z(X,y) depends on the shape of U(x) through the Fourier trans-
formations (3.8) of the basic trajectories x(t) [see eq.(3.5)] and is calculated for two typical
potentials in the next section.

3.3 Integra] equation and its solution

To write down an integral equation similar to eq,(2.36), one have to recall that in the quan-
tum situation the penetration of a potential barrier becomes a probabilistic process specified
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by the penetration coefficient. The energies of escaping particles are distributed in a narrow
range, |e| ~ T <£ Uo, so that the potential can be approximated by a parabola. A particle with
an energy s1 is reflected from the parabolic potential barrier U(x) ss — mw !z2/2 with proba-
bility [1 + exp(-2ire'/^UI)]"1> whereas its penetration coefficient equals [1 + txpfae'/hu)]'1

[50], The reflected particles after a cycle of motion in the potential well will reproduce the
distribution function /(e)- With the use of the transition probability (3.9) we can write down
the equation for f(s),

Contributions to the escape rate come from the particles penetrating the barrier, so that the
lifetime T is given by the equation

i = r /(r)
r J-oo 1 + expf —

After substitution

(3.12)

(3.13)

the Fourier transformation (3.10) gives the finite-difference equation

<p(A - 2xiTfhu) = -G{X)ip{X), (3.14)

where >̂(A) is the Fourier transform of the function /(e) . Equation (3.14) must be solved with
the boundary condition

MI »T«nh(ftn/2r)exp(-Pb/T) i ^ . . ^ , rtlR,
ip(X) ss TTT ^ 1 |A H- i| <£ 1, (J.lo)

which follows from the asymptotics (3.1).
The solution of eq.(3.14) can be found from the following considerations |36|: The function

G(X) grows both in the upper and in the lower half-planes of A, so that both direct and inverse
iterations of eq.(3.14) result in divergent infinite products. To solve this equation we shall
factorize G(A) into product of the functions G+(A) and G~(A) according to eqs.(2.51), (2.52).
The functions G"*"(A) and G~(A) drop down in the upper and the lower half-planes of A and
can be used respectively by inverse and direct iterations of eq.(3.14). One can check directly
that the auxiliary function obtained in this way,

1 yj G (A -f- 2winT/hw)
1T\ J-i n~l\ - ^ ; . T / * , . I (3 1 6J

satisfies the following equation:

Substituting eq.(2.51) into eq.(3.16) and performing the infinite summation yield

(3.17)

Comparison of eq.(3.14) with eq.(3.17) and eq.(3.15) shows that ^(A) differs from ifi(X) by a
function which changes its sign against shifting of A by 2ir«T/ftw and has a pole at A = - i . It
is obvious, that this function is simply l/sinh[ftaj(A -I- i)j2T\. Thus, the solution of eq.(3.14)
with the boundary condition (3.15) is given by

isinh(ftn/23>0(A)exp(-E/o/r)
— ., . (3.18)



3.4 Escape rate in the underdamped quantum regime
The lifetime r is related to p(A) by the equation

(3.19)

which follows from eq.(3.12) with account of substitution (3.13) and the Fourier transformation
(3.10). For the preexponential factor A(6/T,hu/2xT) defined by eq.(3.3) the equations (3.18)
and (3.19) give finally the expression

,,) = exp if
(J-c — cos try

which is written in a slightly different form than the original result [40]. In the extremely
underdamped regime, A <. 1, the inner exponent in eq.(3.20) can be expanded up to the term
linear in A, which gives

(3.21)

where

= e x p » w n i r y / — . „ • ; • - - .
[ •/-<*> cosh 2%\y - cos xy\

These expressions show quite clearly that with decreasing temperature T contribution of the
quantum tunneling becomes predominating over the effects of depletion of the distribution
function, so that the escape rate extrapolated to T = To = ftu/2jr becomes independent of
dissipation. At large temperature, T » ftw, eq.(3.2l) gives the classical result, A fa A.

The further progress is only possible for explicitly given potentials U[x). We shall consider
a cubic potential and a cosine potential. For the cubic potential

U(x) = -I

equation (3.5) gives x{t) = i1/cceh1(wt/2),

and with account of eq.(3.7) we obtain

1 5
Z(\ y) =

For the periodic potential

sinhisinhJ(r/v) (3.22)

in a similar way we obtain x[t) = (2x1/7r)arctan(expwr}>

xtt)exp(i£t/h)dt =
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(cosh x- cos 2Ax) dx .^ ^

It can easily be checked that in the classical limit, tkj/2nT - y -+ 0, both expressions for
Z(X,y) go over into ZA = A1 + 1/4 [see eq.(2.47) for g[X)]. Results of numerical calculations
of

are presented in Fig.5 for the case of a cosine potential, when fl s u. The corresponding
results for a cubic potential differ only by 3-4 per cent.

Figure 5: Dependence of the preexponential factor Aiot on the reduced dissipation
A = iS/T = 6jT at several values of the quantum parameter y = ftD/2*T.

The results for a(y) are presented in Fig.6 for both types of the potentials. It is worth to
be noted that the procedure of solution of eq.(3.14) has been developed in the articles [36[,
[51] and [52], Unfortunately, in this articles the noise was assumed to be classical, hence, the
results obtained are only applicable in the limit of a very wide potential well.

3.5 Distribution function in the overdamped quantum regime
In the classical overdamped regime the escape rate is governed by the viscous dynamics of

the Brownian particle near the top of the barrier. To examine the quantum situation, we shall
introduce the thermal bath explicitly in the form of an infinite string, attached to the particle
and tightened perpendicular to the axis of particle motion [53]. Dynamics of this system is
governed by the equations

dx
(3.25)
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Figure 6: Function a(y) for the cases of a cosine potential (upper curve) and cubic potential
(lower curve).

(3.26)
at'

where x[z,t) is the displacement of the string, x(t) = x(O,t). In neglection of thermal noise
the string motion is completely specified by the particle motion, since for the waveB going
away from the particle we have x(z,t) = x(t - st). From this relation one obtains

dx{z,t) _ _1<&

Substitution of this result into eq.(3.25) shows that, in the classical limit, the action of the
string on the particle is equivalent to the effect of a viscous medium with the coefficient of
friction i = ps/m, where p is the linear density of the string and a is the velocity of traveling
waves along the string. In the quantum case only this combination of p and a enters the final
results.Due to introduction of the string, the number of degrees of freedom becomes infinite
but this inconvenience is compensated by the fact that we obtain a nondissipative dynamic
system which can be quantized in the usual manner. The approach presented here is applicable
to any medium with linear response.

We consider the quantum regime with the use of the action for the system particle+atring,

-r s ^ }
(3.27)

which is equivalent to the system (3.25), (3.26), with the only difference that now t denotes
the imaginary time. Excluding the string variables by solution of the dynamic equations for
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a given trajectory of the particle x(t) = x(0,t), we arrive to the effective action [26]

We shall first find the partition function Z(T) of quantum Brownian particles in a potential
V{x) at the temperature T. The partition function can be expressed in terms of the continual
integral

Z(T) = j «p{-Sii(t)|/A}D[z(01, (3.29)

where the integral goes over all the trajectories x((). If the temperature is small compared to
the typical drop in the potential, in calculating the integral in eq.(3.29) we can assume that
the potential U(x) is quadratic near the point x = xm.

The coordinate of the particle is represented by a Fourier series with respect to the Matsubara
frequencies,

n* + bnsmwnt], (3.30)

In practical calculations it is sometimes convenient to return back to eq.(3.27), substituting
into it the string trajectory,

x[z,t) = xm

For the action S we obtain

~ nUn

The continual integral in eq.(3.29) is now reduced to the Gaussian integrals over an's and tn's
and can easily be calculated,

Z{T) = fr 'ril - M+/27rT]r[l - (3.31)

where

and we have omitted a factor independent on 7 and 0. Note that A* are complex at 7 < 2fl
and negative at -7 > 211, which makes 2{T) finite at any real values of the parameters 7 and
fl and T > 0.

The normalized distribution of particles in the coordinate x is given by the expression

JV(x) = (3.32)
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where integration goes over all the trajectories subject to the boundary conditions

At sufficiently small T only a narrow vicinity of the point x contributes into the integral in
eq.(3.32), and the potential t/[x(()] can be expanded quadratically near this point,

U\x{t)} « U(x) + V'{x)\x(t) - x\ + l-V{x)[x{t) - »]».

The Fourier series for x(t) now takes the form

00

x(t) = x + ao + £)[<*•• c o s w » ' + bnainwnt\,

where the Fourier coefficients an 's must satisfy the condition

n-Q

(3.33)

Calculating the action S as the function of the coefficients an and 6n and integrating over
these coefficients with account of the condition (3.33) give the particle distribution [54j,

N{X) = ^ ' ( (3.34)

where

and A' and A~ are roots of the equation

A* + -rA + V{x)lm - 0. (3.36)

Expression (3.28) is applicable in the regions of x where V"(x) exceeds some (negative)
boundary value U", corresponding to the right-most pole of a as a function of U"{x). As the
region, where U" < Ug, is approached, the particle density N{x) is determined by trajectories
that are increasingly more distant from x, so that the quadratic approximation finally becomes
inapplicable. At -7 = 0, we have

27"

and

The equilibrium distribution function f(p,x) is related to the density matrix p[x,x') by
the Wigner transformation

(3.37)f(p,x] = f0 p{x + y/2,x - y/2) exp(ipy/h)dy.
J — OO
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In its turn, p[x, x?) is given by the continual integral

,(*,*') = / ^p{-S\x(t)]/h}D\x(t)}, (3.38)

and trajectories x(z, t) correspond to motion of the particle from a point x at the moment
1 = 0 to the point x1 at the moment t = h/T,

x(0) = x; x(k/T) = x1. (3.39)

In calculating the integral in eq.(3.37) we assume again that the potential U[x) is quadratic
near the point x. [In the case of a harmonic oscillator, the expression obtained below for
/(p, x) is exact.) To account explicitly for the particle motion from the point x into the point
i*, the trajectory x[t) must be written as

00

x(t) = x + (x1 - x)tT/h

while the string motion is periodic,

x{z,t) = (x' + x)/2 + oo [6n - (1 -

After substitution of these seria into the expression for the action S one must calculate integrals
in an's and AB's. Integration in an 's upon condition (3.33) reproduce eq.(3.34) for N(x).
Integration in 6n's gives a Gaussian function of x — x1. After transformation (3.37) one finally
obtains

where
U"{X)

(3.40)

(3.41)

It is evident, that the sum for £(x) is logarithmically divergent at n • » 00. To obtain a
finite result one should take into account , e.g., the internal structure of the string. Assuming
that the maximal energy of the string_phonons is E, > T, one obtains £{x) ~ -ylnf^/IT).
The divergence of the expression for p3 oc m!Tf (x) reflects large magnitude of the quantum
fluctuations of the particle momentum p under effects of interaction with thermal bath. A
similar phenomenon has already been observed in the case of a large particle interacting with
the Fermi gas [55].

3.6 Escape rate in the overdamped quantum regime
The aim of the present section is generalisation of eq.(2.2-1) to the quantum regime. This

problem was first solved by Wolynes (23), then his result was reproduced by a different me-
thod [54). Below we shall follow a standard procedure of calculation of 1/r, developed by
Langer [8], [9j (see also [56j and [26]). The starting point is the relation between the decay
rate 1/T(E) of a quantum eigenstate with energy E and the imaginary part of the energy
eigenvalue,

1 2Im£
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After averaging over the equilibrium distribution one obtains
1 2IIOF (3.42)

where F is the free energy, F = Tin Z. For a stable potential the partition function Z is real
and 1/r = 0. Analytical continuation in parameters of the potential produces an exponentially
small imaginary contribution to Z related to a finite height of the potential barrier. The given
above expression for 1/r is written down in assumption that the main contribution to the
escape rate comes from decays of the quantized levels, since only in this case the concept of
the complex eigenvalue makes sense. Earlier we have shown that at T ~ hw contribution of the
subbarrier penetration is of the same order of magnitude as contribution of the overbarrier
escapes. The latter processes are not taken into account in the above expression for 1/x,
hence, this expression is only of limited validity. At sufficiently high temperature, when the
overbarrier escapes become important, it must be replaced by a different expression. This
question has been discussed in details by Affleck [24). Expression (3.2) for the escape rate
becomes singular at a temperature To = fiu>/2*, since at lower temperatures the decrease of
the penetration coefficient, D ~ exp(2ire/Aw} at large negative energies yields in competition
with the increase of the particle population, f(e) ~ exp(-e/T), and the integral for the
particle flux diverges at large negative energies. It is almost obvious that in a dissipative case
the role of w plays the parameter

which describes the particle motion near the barrier top [ft]. The range of applicability of the
anticipated result for 1/T must then be given by the inequality

One can conclude therefore, that, in accord with Langer |9|, in the high-temperature range
the expression for the escape rate must be given by

r'-rm- T>^ {3-43)
where Z{T) is given by eq.(3.31). The correctness of eq.(3.43) can also be supported by the
argument that all subsequent calculations are carried through in a quadratic approximation,
when in the eigenmode representation the system particle+string becomes a set of harmonic
oscillators. The eigenvalue A+ is just the imaginary frequency of the sole unstable mode. Only
this mode is responsible for escapes over the barrier, whereas all the other modes determine
the particle density at the barrier.

To calculate Zi(T) we expand the action S quadratically near the barrier top. In terms of
the coefficients of the Fourier series,

x(t) =

the action takes the form

(3.44)
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where again w! H -V[0)/m. The integrals in a^e and 6n's with n > 0 can be done in the
standard way. On the contrary, the integral in <i0 over the real axis is divergent. To render it
finite, one must shift the contour of integration into the complex plane [8],

n dao<xp[-S/h]. (3.45)

The final result for ZX{T) can easily be obtained by comparing eq.(3.45) with eq.(3.31).
These expressions differ only in two points: 1) a factor 1/2 appears in Zx, since the integration
in ao goes over a semiaxis; 2) the parameter 11 should be replaced by —iu>. Substitution of
the resulting expression for Z\ into eq.(3.43) gives

A+nr(i -
- ftA+/2jrT)r(l - ftA-/2jrT) exPi--=T (3.46)

where
= _7/2 ± and A* = - f / 2 ±

When the temperature decreases, the singularity inr ' arises only when F(l — h\+/2irT)
becomes infinite, so that the region of applicability of eq.(3.46), T > To = AA+/27rT, is wider,
than that of eq.(3.34) and eq.(3.40). To calculate the flux at temperatures close to To and
below, the deviation of the barrier from parabolic shape must be taken into account. The
crossover from eq.(3.43) to eq.(3.42) in a narrow region, |1 - h\+/2irT\ ~ [T/U0)

lf1, has been
tracked by Affleck in a nondissipative case [24] and by Larkin and Ovchinnikov in the presence
of dissipation [26].

At large temperatures, the expression obtained for r"1 becomes the Kramers expression
(2.15), while in the limit f < w,fi with the use of the relation T(l + i)T(l - z) = irz/sinrcz
equation (3.46) can be reduced to eq.(3.2).

It should be noted that the result for 1/r is valid in a wider range of parameters than the
result for the particle density N(x). Really, calculation of o[x) at i — 0 gives

where r/i(z) is the digamma-function. From this expression it follows that at T = ftA+/2jr the
function i/i(-h\+ j2nT has a pole. Hence, at a certain value of T > h\+/2w the parameter a
entering the particle distribution Affi), turns to infinity. The physical reason of the difference
between the validity regions of eqs(3.34) and (3.46) is quite clear: to the density of particles
contribute the particles penetrating under the barrier up to the point x = 0, whereas to
the escape rate 1/r contribute only the particles which have penetrated through the whole
potential barrier. An intuitive guess that the last quantity should behave in a less singular
manner is quantitatively supported by the above considerations.
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4 The Brownian particle in a tilted periodical potential:
Fluctuation-induced phenomena in Josephson junc-
tions

4.1 Basic equations for a resistively shunted Junction

Initially, the problem of decay of a metastable state of a Brownian particle was formulated
by Kramers[5] as applied to the dissociation of a molecule. Unfortunately, in this respect the
problem has proved to be a rather model one. The point is that the Fokker-Planck equation, in
other words, the Langevin equation with the Gaussian white noise, is only valid for description
of a slowly vibrating molecule which interacts with a gas of light particles. This condition is
difficult to satisfy in real situations. The another oversimplification of the model presented
in Sec.2 is the assumption of one-dimensionality. Real molecules, in addition to vibrational
degrees of freedom, h&ve also rotational ones and this circumstance complicates substantially
the process of dissociation. Consequently, we have nearly no hope to apply in a quantitative
manner the results obtained in the Sec.2 to a real chemical process.

However, there exist physical objects of quite different nature which under certain condi-
tions manifest completely all the features prescribed by the Kramers model. As was indicated
by Josephson [llj, the physical state of a contact of two superconductors separated by a
thin layer of a normal metal is specified by a parameter ifi that gives the difference of the
order-parameter phases of the two superconductors in contact. The supercurrent through the
junction is given by the relation

/= / 0 cos t ? , (4.1)

where Ic is the critical current of the junction. The voltage V across the junction is connected
with the time derivative of <p by the Josephson relation,

2edt' (4.2)

These relations show that at / < It the junction may remain in the superconducting state,
when <p = const and V = 0. At larger currents, / > / , , the superconducting state is not
possible. To describe the junction state in this regime, one needs to take into account, aside
of the critical current /„, some other parameters of the junction. In a comparatively simple
manner this can be done in the model of a resistively shunted Josephson junction [12] which
assumes that the nonlinear element, described by eqe.(4.1) and (4.2), is shunted by a resistance
R and a capacitance C. The total current through the junction is then given by the sum of the
supercurrent (4.1) and the normal current V/R + CdVjdt, At finite temperature T the resistor
R generates a fluctuating current J r(t). With account of all these factors, the parameter <p(t)
is governed by the equation

d *o 1 dtp 2c

where I is the external current controlled by the experimenter, IT[t) is a Gaussian fluctuating
current with the correlator

2T
t')) = —Ht-t), (4.4)

and the angular brackets denote thermal average. From eq.(4.3) it follows that in the absence
of dissipation, R -* oo, a tilt, 1 = 0, the frequency of small oscillations is given by the relation

0 = (2ClJhC)«>.

This quantity is also qnown as the Josephson plasma frequency. If the current / is assumed
given, the problem of the junction static current-voltage characteristics reduces to solving of
eq.(4.3) and averaging the Josephson relation (4.2),

'Y (4.5)
The Langevin equation (4.3) with the Gaussian noise (4.4) is equivalent to the Fokker-

Planck equation for the distribution function F(<p,<p) in <p and <f> =. dpfdt:

(4.6)dF _ 4SdUM3F J_3_ ttf dF \
dp c a? dv> Rca<p\c a<p ) '

where U{<p) is the potential energy of a particle in the tilted washboard potential,

•"•§(«•'-?)•
which is shown schematically in Fig. 7.

(4.7)

Figure 7: Effective potential for the Brownian particle. The functions /n(e) and fi(e) are the
energy distributions for the right- and left-going particles, Ue = hlc/e and U =

The time derivative is omitted, for only the steady state is now of interest. The function
F(<p,ip) must be periodic in <p and normalized,

+ 2*t<p)=F{<pt<p), I 'dp r <pF{v,p)dtp = 1. (4.8)
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The average junction voltage is then given by the integral

2e J -
(4.9)

where account is taken of the fact that under stationary conditions the flux is independent of
the phase. It is obvious that at / < Ic the tilted periodic potential has a series of minima.
Similarly to Sec.2, one can consider fluctuation-induced escapes of a Brownian particle placed
initially into one of the minima. However, the periodic potential is qualitatively different from
a one-well or a double-well potentials and provides a more richer picture of fluctuation-induced
phenomena. To make our presentation more translucent, we consider in the the next section
the voltage-current characteristics in an underdamped Josephson junction in neglection of
noise. Then a series of fluctuation-induced effects will be considered. The given below results
are nearly exhaustive in what concerns the classical regime. In the quantum regime we have
restricted ourselves with calculation of the retrapping current distribution.

4.2 Dissipative phase dynamics in Josephson junctions

At sufficiently low temperatures fluctuation-induced effects are small and the noise current
If(t) in eq.(4.3) can be neglected. On the other hand, in assumption of high-Q junction,
RCii :» 1, effects of dissipation and external current / can be treated in a perturbative
manner. Therefore, our starting point is the unperturbed classical trajectory, following from
eq. (4.3) for R = oo, I ~ O,IT(t) = 0,

It*
= — fl'sinp.

The first integral of this equation is

(4.10)

where e specifies the energy of a particle moving in a washboard potential. For E < 0 the
particle orbits in a finite region and the junction is in a zero-voltage state. For e > 0 the
particle flies over the potential barriers and the junction is in the running state. At finite R
the energy e of the Joaephson junction is dissipated due to the Ohmic losses,

de
dt R 4eiR (4.U)

The unperturbed solution for <p(t) that follows from eq.(-i.IO) has the following property:

<p(t + 2w/u) = 2 * -I- <p(t),

where w depends on E and is given by the equation

(4.12)
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Asymptotically, we have

2irs

.(») M

y < 1;

y 3" l.

(4.13)

(4.14)

When shifted by 2* in the tilted potential (4.7), the particle gains the energy irhl/e. At the
same time the loss of energy caused by the Ohmic dissipation can be obtained by integration
of eq.(4.1X) over the time interval 2x/w. With the use of eq.(4.10) we obtain the following
expression for the loss of energy

where 6 is the loss of energy per a period for a particle moving precisely at the level of the
potential maxima (c = 0),

*/2 * H*!2 - 4hIt

*R ~ eRCWR\c) \CJ e

and the function r[y) is determined by the equation

r (»)=

Asymptotically, we have

r{v)
r/1/1

(4.16)

(4.17)

(4.18)

The energy e(I) of a particle in a running state is determined by the condition of balance
between the energy loss 6(e) due to the friction and the energy gain irhl/e due to the tilt of
the potential, which results in the equation

= J//o, (4.19)

where
/o = t6l*h = 4/c/jriJCn.

From the inequality r{y) > 1 it follows that the running states only exist under condition
/ > Io. The averaged potential V[I) can be determined from eqs.(4.2) and (4.5) with the use
of eq.(4.10),

I Dill til

(4.21)

From eqs.(4.20) and (4.19) we obtain the voltage-current characteristics

= 0,
= RIov(I/Io),

Jo;

Jo,
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where the function V[T)) is determined by the inexplicit relations

(4.22)

At currents / close to Jo from eq.(4.13) and eq.(4.17) one obtains [38] (see also [57]):

To calculate V(I) at large currents, / » 70, we substitute into eq.(4.22) asymptotics (4.14)
and (4.18), which gives

-55(7)1
(4-23)

A plot of V{I) is shown in Fig.8.

v/v0

l/h
Figure 8: The voltage-current characteristics V(7) for the running state in the absence of
noise

From this, as well as from eq.(4.21) and the asymptotics (4.23), it follows that the voltage
V(I) is a nonanalytic function which vanishes at / < 70, grows up nearly jumpwise when /
surpasses 70 and approaches the Ohmic low quite rapidly at / > Jo. We shall distinguish
hereafter between the below-threshold, / < 7o, and the above-threshold, I > 70, values of the
current /. It is clear that at / < /0 a zero-voltage state is the only option for the junction.
At I > Io the junction becomes bistable and thermal fluctuations can switch it between the
zero-voltage states and the running state. The notation V(I) will be retained for the voltage
given by eq.(4.21), the average voltage calculated with account of thermal fluctuations will be
denoted as V(I). Below we shall show that at / < Ia the voltage V(I) is nonvanishing, though
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exponentially small. Strong nonanalyticity of V[I) manifests in V(I) as a break of finite and
exponentially small amplitude. At 7 > 70 the junction would spend long periods of time either
in a zero-voltage or the running states. At / close to 70 the voltage V(I) is exponentially small,
since most part of the time the junction spends in a zero-voltage state. With increasing /
the time spent in the running state will grow up and for sufficiently large currents effects of
fluctuations can be neglected, since the random switchings into a zero-voltage state become
extremely rare. It will be shown that V(I) nearly coincides with V(I) at currents I > Ilt

where ]\ ss 2.637o is a new threshold value of the current / .

4.3 Fluctuation-induced voltage-current characteristics: an expo-
nential approximation

Thermal fluctuations affect the current-voltage characteristics of a Josephson junction in
two ways. At / < It>, when in neglection of fluctuations the voltage V(7) = 0, a finite voltage
V(I) has its origin in random jumps of the phase ip between minima of the potential energy
U(<p). Calculation of V(I) under these conditions is given in the next section. At / > 70 the
same fluctuations induce transitions between the junction states with V = 0 and V = V(I)
(see Fig.8). The physical picture is in this case the following: Let initially V = 0, which
corresponds to finding particle at the bottom of a potential well. After a time

the particle is expected to be ejected from the minimum and be set in motion at an average
energy t(/) determined by eq.(4.19). We note that the activation time ra can be regarded as
weakly dependent on the current I. On the contrary, the time T, of the trapping of a particle
from the running state depends strongly on the energy e{I), meaning also on the current 7,
so that

r(~frlexp[a(7/70)£/e/T],
where a[t}) is a function defined below. Thus, the instrument that averages V(t) over the time
intervals ra,r, > ( 3> fl"1, will read either V = 0 or V = V(I). The transition from V = 0
to V = V(7) is a Poisson random process with a typical time ro, while the reverse transition
time is on the average r,. Averaging over a time t 3> Ta,T, we get

Clearly, at ra < r, the fluctuations change the junction voltage little. On the contrary, at
ra 3> Tt we get in an exponential approximation

lnF(/)«(tyr)[a(7/70)-l].

It follows hence that with thermal fluctuations taken into account a new characteristic value
/1 of the current 7 appears, defined by the condition

«(/i//o) = 1.

At 7 < A the V(I) dependence is exponential, whereas at 7 > / , , when T, » Ta, the fluctuations
have little effect and V(I) « V(I). To find the function a(»j) and to determine the current Ix

we must solve the Boltzmann kinetic problem.
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In the presence of thermal noise, the distribution f(e) of the particles in energy is concen-
trated in two regions; around the energy e{I) and near the bottom of the well. We determine
/(E) from the following considerations. At a particle displacement by a period 2n of the poten-
tial (4.7) it loses the energy *(e) [see eq.(4.15)] due to friction and gains an energy U = irft/e
because of the tilt of the potential. In addition, thermal fluctuations broaden the distribution
function by amount \&{e)T\llt. In close similarity to eq.(2.36), the periodicity condition for
the stationary function /(e) takes the form of the integral equation

The variation scale of the function 6(e) is e ~ Uc > |e - e'\ ~ [SfyT)]1!*. This enables one to
search for solution of eq.(4.24) in the form

with \{e} varying on the scale e ~ t/e. Substituting this expression into eq.(4.24) and calcu-
lating the integral in assumption of slow variation of A(e), we obtain the quadratic equation
for A,

A[A + Uj6{e) - 1] = 0. (4.25)

The root A = 0 corresponds to /(e) = const. This solution does not satisfy the boundary
condition / —» 0 at c —> oo, so we neglect it. The second root A = 1 — U/S(e) gives

/ ( « ) « C , « p - (4.26)

This expression has first been derived by Iche and Nozieres J14] and by Risken and Vollmer
[17]. The maximum of f(e) is reached at an energy e(J) determined by the relation (4.19). The
constant Ci is determined from the condition /(0) ~ exp(—Uc/T). For the particle density at
the energy e(l) we obtain the following relation:

1/1 F rr 1 j _

I (4-27)

It follows from eq.(4.9) that the average voltage is proportional to the flux of particles, which
in an exponential approximation coincides with /[?(/)], the maximal density of the flux.
Taking eqs.(4.19) and (4.27) into account, we obtain for the average junction voltage in the
fluctuation-governed regime the parametric expression

) - 1 ; (4.28)

= £MV)M*) -
The same function a[ri) determines the life time T,(J) of the running state.

The current I, and the voltage Vx corresponding to the departure of V(I) from the
fluctuation-governed regime are determined from relations (4.22) and (4-21) by substitution
in them that value of IJ = J//o which causes the right-hand side of eq.(4.28) to vanish [18],

/i = 2.63/0, V, = Rh = 1.68A/e.
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It follows from these results that V(I) is exponentially small compared to V{I) BO long as
/ < Ix. As applied to Fig.8 thia means that V(I) is zero so long as / < Iu and increases
jumpwise up to Vj at this point, after which it follows the plot shown in Fig.8. The dependence
In V (̂/) in the region Jo < / < A is illustrated in Fig.9.

0.5 -

Figure 9: The fluctuation-induced voltage-current characteristics V{I) in an exponential ap-
proximation.

4.4 Retrapplng current distribution
The temperature T is taken to be small compared to the height of the potential barriers

hljc. Then we can make use of large magnitude of the parameter hIc/cT to find the distribu-
tion of the retrapping current in the case when the current / is decreasing with time linearly
and very slowly,

dl/dt = -« ; *<L n/«.

The normalized probability P(I) of the retrapping at a current magnitude / is given by the
relation J20]

which for conveniency can be written in the form

where
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and T(I) is the lifetime of the running state r,(J) introduced in the previous section. For the
current / „ corresponding to the maximum of the probability P(I) we get then the equation
(the prime denotes the partial derivative in /m)

wherefrom we get

\

(4.29}

(4.30)

This relation enables one to find Im at a given a if r(I) is known. In a more general case of
arbitrary dependence /(() the moment of time t corresponding to the current / m can be found
from the equation

dr\I(t)\
dt _

The complete solution for T(I), including the preexponential factor, is given below [see eq.(4.69)].
For our present purposes we need only to know r in an exponential approximation,

(4.31)

Expanding D(Im,s) near / = Jm up to the quadratic term we get

D(I,s) « D[Im,a) + ±D"(Im,s)(I - /„) ' .

For hIt/eT :*• 1 the main contribution to D" comes from differentiating of the first term in
eq. (4.29), which gives

"•"->=3B
Going over to the variable TJ = I/Io, one finally gets |39]

•exp 2E'(r,m)

where

(4.32)

(4.33)

(4.34)

and the upper limit of integration is defined by the equation

The dependence E(rjm) is shown in Fig.17. In the limit of large currents, r>m > 1, the
asymptotics (4.18) gives

S(iJm) «* g—, (4.35)
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at a typical width of the ret rapping current distribution is

I' - u\ -
The parameter Im = t]mh gives the most probable value of the switching current / . It is
related to the rate s of the current change, 3 = -dl/dt, through eq.(4.30). From eqs.(4.30)
and (4.35) it follows that with the slowing down of the Bwitching-off process, n O , the
distribution of the retrapping currents becomes ever more sharper.

It is worth to be pointed out that in eq.(4.33) the half-width £ is introduced in a different
way than in our original paper [39]. To conclude this section, we note that even in the simplest
case of the classical limit the result for £(im) can only be written dawn as a set of implicit
equations. In the quantum regime, when a new parameter ht\/2icT appears, the situation
becomes even more complicate.

4.5 Fluctuation-induced voltage-current characteristics below
threshold

Thermal noise can activate the Brownian particle to an energy sufficient for escaping over
the potential barrier. This means that even at / < /0) when in neglection of thermal noise a
Josephson junction remains forever in a zero-voltage Btate, fluctuation-induced jumps of the
phase <p between neighboring minima will produce a finite voltage V(I). To calculate it we
must find the average flux of the Brownian particles at a given value of the tilt.

A particle placed initially in a minimum of the tilted periodical potential can escape out of
it either through the right or through the left barrier. Accordingly, in close similarity to the
problem of a double-well potential, we must introduce the functions }R(E) and h(e), which
give the number of particles that move over the barrier with velocities directed to the right
and to the left. In the stationary case these functions are identical for all barriers if the
energy e ia reckoned from its top (see Fig.7). The function /A(C) at the barrier 3 is formed
from particles that passed over the barrier 1 and of particles reflected from the same barrier.
These particles are described by the functions fR{s?)B{^) and fL(J)*(-«'), and the shift of
the points of reference of d and e is equal to U. The periodicity conditions for /K(C) and
}i{e) take the form of integral equations [14], [38],

- e
(4.36)

where the shift of the argument of the function g by ±U takes into account the different points
of energy reference at the different barriers. The normalization condition (4.8) corresponds
to the presence of one particle at each potential minimum. At — e 3> T, the function fn{e)
should be the Bottzmann one, so that we get the boundary condition

-E » T. (4.37)

Solution of the system (4.36) with the boundary condition (4.37) allows us to express the
voltage across the junction in the form

e. (4.38)
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We solve the integral-equation system (4.36) by the Wiener-Hopf method. The unilateral
Fourier transformation

(4.39)

(4.40)

transforms the system (4.36) into

where
sx1

The junction voltage is connected with <PRi,(e) by the relation

which is obtained from eq.(4.38) when eq.(4.39) is taken into account. For our purposes it
suffices thus to find the difference PR(\) - <pi(X) = <p(\).

Solving eqB.(4.40) for (P>jj(A) and IPJ(A) and taking the difference tp+
R — ip\, we obtain an

equation for p(A),
V?+(A) = ~G{X)tp~(\), (4.41)

where

( 4 4 3 )

(4.44)

The condition (4.37) means that <p(\) has a pole of the form

r y ' * A + «"

To solve eq.(4.41), we express the kernel G{X) as

sG+(A)G"(A),

where G+(A) and G (A), determined earlier by the relation (2.51), are analytical in the upper
and lower halves of the A plane, respectively, and their analyticity regions overlap in a certain
band. The singular points of G(\) that are closest to the real A axis are located at A = 0
and A = — i(l — U/6), and it is this which determines the common region of analiticily of
G+(A) and G~(A). It is worth to be pointed out that factorization (4.44) can be achieved in
various ways which differ by location of the contour of integration in eq.(2.51). The presented
factorization corresponds to integration along the real axis of A'.

The solution of eq.(4.41) follows from factorization condition written simultaneously with
the boundary condition (4.43),

The voltage V(I) is equal to (jrft/e)(p+(O), so that

^ ( - 0 alnh ( ^ ) exp ( - £ (4.46)

Using the multiplicative structure of G(A) [see eq.(4.42)J we can write the expressions for
G±(A) as follows

$ ( 2 M -2»A,1)
G+(A) =

G"(A) = .
§(26,1 - 2iA, 1) a

~2'

(4-47)

(4.48)

where

the function $ is defined by the relation

(4.49)

and $(26, fi, u) is given by the same expression, but with 6 replaced by 26. It should be pointed
out that everywhere below the arguments n and v of the functions *(^,f) are positive, so
that we have no need to consider analytical properties of $(/i,e). Substitution of eq.(4.47)
and eq.(4.48) into eq.(4.46) yields [38]

c/T) _ U I T\^

where A(A) is the factor preceding the exponential in the problem of the decay of a metastable
state of a Brownian particle in a single potential well {see Sec.2, eq.(2.55)],

The criterion indicated in eq.(4.50) will be explained below. At U <C 6, in other words, at
/ <£ /0, the junction has ohmic conductance:

^ T ) _ 2A'j£/T)
o(6/T) ' a{<>/Ii~*A(26/T)

In the limiting cases we have the expressions

jj, s < T,

<J{6JT) » - , 6 » T.

At low dissipation we have
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so that from eq.(4.5O) we get

where the dependence on the junction parameters is explicitly indicated. We note that in
the low-dissipation model the ohmic conductance of the junction does not depend on its
capacitance.

In the opposite limiting case we have (/ > 0)

*hI/2eT)exp(-hIJcT)

from which it follows that the voltage-current characteristics of the junction depends on 8
only near threshold, when Jo - / ~ I0{T/6yl*. As / -* /„, the dependence V(l) has, under
assumption that 8 does not depend on energy, a singularity of the form (1 — I/I0)~

l. Fig.10
shows plots of V(I) against the reduced current / / / 0 for various S/T.

Figure 10: Fluctuation-induced V(I) below threshold.

We consider now how the voltage-current characteristics can be extended to the threshold
current. The appearance in V(I) of a singularity of the (1 - I/Io)~l = P'1 type is due to
integration of the function /«(t) which in neglection of the dependence of 6 on e is proportional
to exp(-ef}/T}. In eq.(4.50) this singularity follows from the asymptotic relation

*{0,0) « W/T)1'1 = (1 - III0)(6lTfl\ (4.51)

To smear the singularity, one needs allow for dependence of S on e. Making use of eq.(4.26),
we introduce an auxiliary function
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which determines the contribution of /jt(f) to the junction voltage at values of U close to 6.
This expression is valid up to threshold U = 6, at which

and does not depend on 6. At 1 > (1 - UJS) » (T/Uc)
1/J we have

Comparison with eqs.(4.S0) and (4.51) shows that to continue eq.(4.S0) to the near-threshold
region we must replace *- l(/J,£) exp{-Uc/T) by [T/S)l^VlIf(U), and substitute U = 6, a = 2
and 0 = 0 in the remaining functions. The result is

v _ t (Ty* smh(6/2T)A(26/T)Vtzp{U)
(i \6J *(2,2)*(2,0)*(0,2) '

This expression jointly with eq.(4.5O) determines V(I) in the whole region below threshold.

4.6 Fluctuation-induced voltage-current characteristics above
threshold

We examine now how the solution of eq.(4.41) must be modified for the region U > S.
Neglecting the dependence of 8 on e, the equation

has for sufficiently large e » U, 8 and T the two solutions,

j R a const, fR « exp|-e(l - U/S)/T],

which correspond to the zeros of 1 — s ~ M at A = 0 and A = Ao = i(U/6 — 1). It was shown
above that an exponential solution for /R(S) with account taken of the energy dependence
of 6{e) introduces a factor V,ir(U) in the expression for the voltage. At the same time,
the solution / a const corresponds to a nonnormalizable distribution function and must be
discarded. As applied to the function tp{\) this means that p+(A) should have a pole at the
point Ao and be finite at A = 0. Factorization (4.45) does not satisfy either condition.

The point is that the inequalities 0 < 0 and a > 2 hold at U > 8, so that expressions
(4.47) and (4.48) are insufficient to determine G+(0) and G"(0). To continue G±(A) to the
vital regions of A, it is necessary to return to the original definition (2.51), which results in

- > ImA > - i , (4.53)

- - > ImA > - | , (4.54)

Assuming that
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as follows from eq.(4.44), the function <p+{\] will be finite at A = Ao. On the other hand, in
the vicinity of A = 0 the factor G+(A) is given by eq.(4.53) and has a pole singularity. It is
therefore necessary to choose in place of eq.(4.45) a different factorization of eq.(4.4l), such
that (P+(A) haa a pole at A = Ao and the pole of G+(X) is eliminated. These requirements are
satisfied if we write, taking the boundary condition (4.43) into account,

G+(A) - Ao)

We have thus found the solution of eq.(4.4l) for the region U > S. It is clear from the
foregoing that to calculate the voltage we must match this solution to the function fn[e) at
£ > t/, S, T. To this end it suffices to write

U
(4.55)

and to note that when the dependence of 6 on e ia neglected we obtain hence a pole of the

The coefficient Cx is thus determined by the residue of v+(A) at the point Ao, after which
integration of eq.(4.55) with respect to e yields the voltage V = ithCiVtzp[U)je. Since /? < 0,
we have lmAo = —0 > —ft/2, and the residue must be determined by using eq,(4.47) for G+(A)
and eq.(4.54) for G"(A). The result is

V = {hn/e)B(8,U)Vllp(U),

where

--exP

(4.56)

(4.57)

In the limiting cases we have near threshold

1

** 2'

Expression (4.56) is matched to eq.(4.52) at the point U = S. The relation (4.56) was obtained,
with exponential accuracy, by Votlmer and Risken [18], but their exponential is preceded by
an incorrect factor.

The transition of the expression for the voltage-current characteristics from V(I) to V(I)
near the point I = h can easily be tracked if account is taken, when the function f(e) is
normalized, of the contribution made by the positive-energy particles.

4.7 Break in the voltage-current characteristics at threshold

The fact that the formulae for V{I) are different at / < Jo and I > Io suggests, that the
voltage-current characteristics of a Josephson junction has a break at / = Io. To find the
magnitude of this break, which is given by the jump of the logarithmic derivative, we note
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that near threshold the principal part of V(I) is given by an expression such as (4.56) also
at I < Io (U < 6), the function B{6,U) being determined by residue of ip+(A) at the point
X = - i /3. As below threshold 0 > 0, the residue must be determined by using expression
(4.53) for G+(A) and expression (4.48) for G~(X). We then obtain

B[StU) = ^
U

U (4.58)

Since Vtzp{U) has no singularity at U = 6, to find the derivative's jump we must differentiate
eq.(4.57) and eq.(4.58). It is important here that /3 reverses sign at U — 6. The calculations
show that only the function $(3a — 4, a) contributes to the derivative's jump, so that [38]

U\nV\ _ (dlnV\
\d\nl)+ \ ) "

(4.59)

where
Z?(A) =

I dx 3 tan5 x + 1
'a JT exp(AcosJ:r) — 1

In the limiting cases we have

i { i exp(-A),

A < 1,

A>1.
\a/

A plot of £>(A) is shown in Fig.11.
It follows from these results that the logarithmic derivative od V{I), whose order of mag-

nitude is (Ut/T)1/1 >• 1, has at / = /0 a negative jump of order unity.

4.3 Lifetime of the running state
The aim of this section is derivation of the complete expression for the lifetime r(/) of the

running state, that had been calculated above in an exponential approximation |see eq.(4.31)].
We assume that all potential wells are empty, so that the distribution function is slowly
decaying under effects of fluctuation-induced retrapping of particles running high above the
potential barriers,

F(ip,ip,t) = F[p,tp)exp(-t/r).

It is convenient to change from the variables <p, (p to <p and e, according to eq.(4.10). The
stationary distribution function is governed by the equation

3F flh* 3 aF hidF

In neglection of the first term this equation can be transformed either into the integral equation
(4.24) at energies £ > T o r into the system of integral equations (4.36) at \e\ ~ T, when
reflections from the potential barriers become important. Solutions of these equations have
already been described in details and will be used later. Now we consider a vicinity of the
energy i = £•(/), which gives the major contribution to the flux of particles. Equation (4.25)
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0 .5 6/T

Figure 11: Discontinuity of the logarithmic derivative otV(I) at threshold / = Jo.

demonstrates that in this region of energy e the function F varies slowly, as the both roots
Ai,i of the equation are close to zero. This Tact helps to derive a simplified equation for F.
We begin with integrating eq.(4.60) over <p in the interval 0, %. The integration of the term
dF/dip gives a vanishing contribution due to periodicity of the function F(<p,e). In other
terms one can neglect dependence of F on <p. The result is

(4.61)

where f(e) is a function of sole argument e, introduced instead of F{ip,e),

is a small parameter of the problem and s(y) is defined by eq.(4.12).
In neglect ion of the term ///*, we obtain

6{E) '-I/'
(4.62}

where Ci is a constant.
It should be stressed that the first term in this expression coincides with solution of the

integral equation (4.24). On the contrary, the second term replaces the solution f(s) o:
constant. Estimation of corrections to this solution shows that it is valid in a broad region of
E with exception of a narrow vicinity of t = e, where this term is singular. Applicability of
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the first term of eq.(4.62) is justified by solution of the integral equation (4.24). The value of
Ci can be found by solution of eq.(4.62) with the boundary condition

f(e) ->0, £ - .« .

In a small neighborhood of the energy e = E(I) which satisfies eq.(4.19) we can use the
expansion

6 ( e ) - ( / « A(e-f) , A = 6'(i) =

where the function s[y) is defined by eq.(4.12), and replace 6[e) by 6(S) = U. The substitution

and the switch to the variable i = {E — eJfA/t/T)1/1 lead to the equation

i.e., a Schrodinger equation for an oscillator whose energy exceeds the ground-state energy by
(t/A <C 1. The function f[e) is normalizable if V»(z) decays as x —t oo. A nonzero value of

then means that ip(x) contains an exponentially growing term at large negative x,

= exp(-i ! /4) ] exp(rJ/4), x< 0, \x\

Comparison of this expression with eq.(4.62) yields the constant C t . In the region i > e > T,
where we can now set 6{e) « 6(0) = 8, but in which we do not yet have to allow for the change
in f{e) due to reflections of the particles from the potential barriers, we find

- )
/ J

( 4 . 6 3 )

where 0 = 1 - V/S. We will use this expression below as a boundary condition on the function
describing the distribution of particles at energies e — T near the crest of the barrier. Here we
have /? < 0, so the first term in eq.{4.63) increases exponentially with the energy s. Expression
(4.63) contains an unknown parameter n, which can be calculated by matching this solution
to solution of the integral eqs.(4.36). These equations take into account reflections of particles
from the potential barriers and are valid at E <C hle/e. As was already shown, these equations
are equivalent to the Wiener-Hopf equation

where

and

(4.64)

(4.65)

g±(X) = exp I

What are the conditions under which eq.(4.64) should now be solved? The presence of a
certain number of particles with the Boltzmann distribution, f(e) « exp(—e/T), would have
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correspond to a pole of (p"(A) at point A = - i . In the absence of such particles, <p (-1) will
be finite, and by virtue of the condition G(-i) = 0 the following condition will hold:

(p+(- i)=O. (4.66)

In its turn, expression (4.63) shows that <p+ (A) has poles at the points A = — ip and A = 0. If
we define <p+(X) in such a way that the residue at A = — i$ corresponds to the amplitude of
the first term in eq.(4.63),

iT/(A |A (4.67)

then the residue of v>+(A) at A = 0 will give the unknown parameter /*. With account of the
boundary conditions (4.66) and (4.67) we obtain the following solution of eq.{4.64):

(4.68)

where G±(\) are defined by eq.(2.50). Condition (4.66) will then in fact hold by virtue of the
equality G+ (—«') = 0, and the validity of the condition (4.67) is obvious from the way eq.(4.68)
is written. Formally, the problem has now been solved. With account of inequality 1$ < 0, we
shall use for G+(A) the expression (4.53),

_
*(a~2,A,Q)[l-fl-(A)]

Note that G+(A) has a pole at A = 0. To calculate the function G+(-t/J) we shall use the
expression

0, we find

P} *(«-20,«)*( /? , /?) '

Substituting these expressions into eq.(4.68) and taking the limit A

»(2« , l , l )* (a ) a )

The right-hand side of this expression must coincide with the second term in eq.(4.63) if we
replace /J by \/3\. Making use of the relationship between n and T, we write the final result for
r a s a function of the reduced current, tj = I/IQ, in the form of parametric relations:

\AvhI \l'i
(4.69)

Kv) =

(v) - ij^V. r{x) = JJ,

i - i)$(2f, 2t? - i, i )$ ( i + n, l + n)
«>/J(x)*(2/>, 1,1)*'(1 - n, 1 - f))*(3r, - 1,1 +

The functions r(y) and s(y) are denned by eqs.(4.16) and (4.12). The functions ${n,v) and
i(26,n,u) are defined by eq.(4.49).

4.9 Lifetime of a zero-voltage state
So long as the current I through the junction is less than the critical current Ie, supercon-

ducting state of the junction corresponds to a certain minimum of its potential energy, and for
the junction to go over into the resistive state or into one of the neighboring potential wells it
is necessary to surmount a potential barrier. Accordingly, the lifetime r of the junction super-
conductivity and the probabilities wn of transition with a phase flip by 2rrn are determined
by activation processes.

Assume that at the initial instant the junction state corresponds to a phase distribution
near one of the minima of the potential U(<f>). The activation processes flip the phase over to
the neighboring minima and destroy thereby the superconductivity. In this situation one of
the potential minima is singled out, so that the translational symmetry used for the problem
in the preceding subsection is violated. In place of the equations for the functions /K,L(S) we
must write therefore the following infinite system of equations:

(4.70)

where n is the serial number of a minimum. The solution of these equations must satisfy the
boundary conditions

/s,i,(£) « c o n s t - - £ > r -

assuming that initially the particle was placed into the minimum n = 0 .
Carrying out the transformation (4.39), we obtain from eqs.(4.7O) the system

We solve these equations for <PRn
 an<^ fin (they are just these functions that contain no shift

with respect to n), and taking into account the expression for the decay rate,

r~l = JO"[IR „{«) - ft, x(s) + h o(e) - fn -i(e)]<te,

consider the difference ipn = <pRn-<f>Ln+i- The new functions satisfy the system of equations

(1 - 9+g-)<p; = 9~<pt-x - (1 + ff V)*>n + S+rf+1, (4.71)

while 1/r = ^(O) — ^^(0). The boundary conditions for <pn(\) are

(4.72)

while the remaining pn (A)'s have no poles at A = —i.
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To solve the system (4.71), we introduce the functions

*»*(*. A) s £ ^exp[-t*(n+1/2)],
n=-oo ]

which satisfy the equation

where

(4.73)

fc*(*, A) = S*(A) exp{±«JfcA) = exp \ ~ Ix1 + i\ (l±j\\

From the conditions (4.72) we obtain for <p~(k,\) the boundary condition

W A "T" t

while r is connected with <p(k, A) by the relation

1 . f* dk .

Expressing the kernel of eq.(4.73) as a product of H+(k,\) and H~[k,X) in full analogy with
expressions (4.41) and (4.44), we obtain the solution for <p+[k,X) in the form

+ . . = nsin(*/2 + i

It is convenient to write the decay rate in the Arrheniua form,

where the exponential contains the height of the lowest barrier Uo - V/2. The preexponential
factor A is then given by the expression

(4.75)

where

w{k,6,U) = 4sin (£j sin ( | + g -£) . (4.76)

Just as the voltage-current characteristics V{I), the function w differs in form at U < S and at
V > S. To find the corresponding expressions we write down the factors H±{k, X) in different
regions of A:

2 '
(4.77)
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where, as before,

a = 1 + t l / i = X + I/Io;

and we have introduced the new function

= exp y In [l -

/S = 1 - t//tf = 1 - I/Io,

- ^ ; ( M 3 tan1 x

In accord with eq.(4.76), we get [38]

...r t * m - 4ii(2</r).ini ^tmi v<6i (4.81)

(4.82)

where expressions (4.77) and (4.79) are used at U < 6 and (4.78) and (4.80) at U > S.
The function w(k,6, U) vanishes at * = 0 if U < 6 and differs from zero if U > 6. The

reason is that at V > S a particle that leaves a potential well will after some time be trapped
by one of the wells. At U < S, on the contrary, there is a finite probability of the particle
going into a state of accelerated motion, in view of the neglect of the energy dependence of 6
in the scheme employed here.

In certain cases it may be more convenient to use the expression

w{k,S,U) =

with

[ l 1—\
fa Ion \ (nile r fC 9 V " 7 r J e X P l 9 T

,6,U)-Uj2T\ (4.83)

(4.84)

0 f\
?VY) eXp

which is valid for both U < S and U > 6, where erfc(x) is the error integral,

2

The existence of such an expression shows that, in contrast to the funct ion V (/), the activation
probabilities have no singularities at threshold U = 6. With the use of the function v>(k,S, V)
and eq.(4.75) one can calculate the preexponential factor A, which enters eq.(4.74) for the
lifetime of a zero-voltage state. Moreover, the same function w(k,6, U) determines partial
probabilities of the phase jumps by integer number of 2ir and the relative probability for the
Josephson junction to go over into the running state at such events.

4.10 Partial probabilities of the phase jumps

The probability of the particle transition to the n-th minimum, i.e., the probability of a
phase flip by 2irn, is given by

<"-(*. V) = - £ ~^<k,6, V)f'|_" ^W(*,S,U). (4.85)
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The sum of wn over n is equal to unity at U < 6, for in this case w(0,6, U) = 0, and is less
than unity at V > i, when a probability P{6, U) appears that the particle will not be trapped
in any of the potential wells,

P(6,U) = I -Y,wn(6,V) =™{0,«W l'w^%S,V). (4.86)

The dependence of wuv>t and P on the reduced current I/Ia at different S/T are shown in
Figs.12-14.

- . 5

Figure 12: Partial probability of 2ir phase flip.

In limiting cases it is possible to obtain simpler expressions for these quantities.
The most interesting is the case S < T. To find w(k,S, U) in this case we use the asymptotic

relations
/ S/T, fc<l, (4.87)

l * . (4-88)

When calculating the denominators of eq.(4.85) and eq.(4.86) we can assume that w = 26.
Taking into account eq.(4.87), we obtain

tf-4 I-Io 6 _ _ rP =
U + 6

When wn(£,U) is calculated for n ~ 1, the entire interval (—IT,*) contributes to the integral
(4.85), so that the use of the asymptotic form (4.88) yields
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Figure 13: Partial probability of 4ir phase flip.

where the second term takes into account the properties of the function P defined below. It
can be seen that in this limit wn is independent of the current through the junction.

If n >• 1, the main contribution to the integral (4.85) comes from Jt <C 1. The asymptotic
form (4.87) must therefore be used and the integral must be extended over the entire it axis.
Shifting the integration contour into the upper half-plane of complex k in such a way that it
passes along the imaginary axis and encloses the branch point k = i^S/iT, we obtain

i < 1, (4.90)

>r |a + (a»
This expression is valid for both U < 6 (0 > 0) and U > S [0 < 0). To obtain w*(6,U) at
n < 0 it suffices to use the identity u>~n(i, (7) = wn{S, —U). We note that reversal of the sign
of U is equivalent to the interchange a «-• 0 in eq.(4.9l). At small n£/T, eq.(4.90) leads to
the asymptotic form (4.89), so that eq.(4.90) is valid for all n. The dependence of P on I/Io

is shown in Fig.lS for x — .1, ,2, .3 and .5.
The relatively weak dependence of P on 7/Jo at / ~ 70 agrees with the fact that the

asymptotic form (4.89) does not depend on / at all. At x > 1 the function P depends on /
exponentially, as cut be seen from the factor preceding the integral.

In the high-dissipation limit 6 > T below threshold, when 6-U > (ST)1/1, only transitions
to the nearest minima, with probabilities w± = [1 +exp(^U/T)]'1, are possible. At the exact
threshold, transitions with any n > 0 are possible, since

,,,ih a m =- fi _ ,-'*!>/* .„ - T(n - 1/2)
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1 1.5

Figure 14: Partial probability of activation of a junction into the running state.

For the first values of n we have u»i = 1/2, w, = 1/8, wt = 1/16.
The probability of the junction becoming resistive at 6 »• T is

whence it follows that at V — 6 > (ST)1*1 each activation act makes the junction resistive,
and the probability of finite phase flips is negligibly small.

4.11 Retrapping current distribution in the quantum regime
As a starting point for calculations in the quantum regime we write down the Hamiltonian

The last term in this expression describes the interaction with the heat bath, which gives rise
to the Ohmic dissipation and to fluctuation-induced transitions. The noise current /]>(() is
Gaussian and obeys the Johnson-Nyquist correlation law,

JJr(O)JrM) exp(.Vf)<ft = ^ (coth ^ -

Similar to the classical limit, we assume that the interaction with the thermal bath as well
as the titt of the potential caused by the external current / can be treated in a perturbative
way. Under this condition the stationary quantum states can be specified by the energy e
[see eq.(4.10)|. We consider transitions between different running states in a semiclassical

Figure IS: The function p which describes the relative probabilities of the phase jumps in the
extremely underdamped regime.

approximation, when the tilt of the potential causes the energy e to increase by rkl/c when
ip increases by 2ir, while under effect of fluctuating current the junction undergoes transitions
between running states with different e.

We will proceed in the following way. First we derive an expression for the function j(e-e'),
which describes the quantum probability for the particle with energy ef to go over into the
state with energy e during the time 2*/u> in which the phase <p is increased by 1%, The
effect of the tilt will then be accounted for, if we use the function f(e) at a point p and the
function /(e1 — irhl/e) at a point <p + 2n, since xhl/t is just the energy gain per period of the
potential. As the points <p and <p + 2ir are equivalent, they correspond to identical distribution
functions. This will enable us to write down an equation for f(s). It should be noted that
typically \e — d\ ~ 6{c) (for simplicity we take that 6 ~ T ~ Ml) and depends on the absolute
magnitude of the energy c. We stress therefore, that the function g depends on the energy e
in a two-fold manner: the g is concentrated in an interval e ~ c1 ~ 6, but depends also on e
on much larger scale, c ~ tilc/e. In this respect the situation is similar to that described by
eq.(4.26) in the classical limit, when the function f(e) ia locally of the Boltzmann form, but
with the temperature >>{e)T dependent on the energy e.

The derivation of the kernel g(t ~ c') follows the same steps, as in the case of the quantum
Brownian particle escaping out of a potential well. The only difference is that the basic
trajectory p{t) is now a sum of the Fourier harmonics with frequencies nw, Accordingly,
we must calculate probabilities g(nhv) for a particle to lose or gain the energy nftw. The
amplitude of the quantum transition from a state f ' t o a state e during a time ( under effect
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of the noise current IT(t) is given by

where the symbol f means time ordering. In the first order of perturbation theory one getg
for the transition probability per period 2r/w tht following expression

where
n/to

(4.92)

Solution of eq.(4.10) for ̂ >(t) gives

<p[t) =

where 101(2) is the Jacobian elliptic amplitude with the. module

k = (1 + ec/fci.)-1/'.

Representation of ip{t) as a trigonometric series gives

(4.93)

where u is given by eq.(4.12). The relative magnitudes of partial harmonics in eq.(4.93) are
determined by the function

<<•">

with following asy nip to tics

Substitution of eq.(4.93) into eq.(4.15) gives the identity

1 4
n. (4.95)

where the function r(x) is determined by *q.(4.1fl). The fubicquent terms of the sum (4.95)
are proportional to the transfers of energy by the quanta, nAw, as will be shown later. It
should be noted that the energy transfer for n = 0 if finiU. From eqs. (4.03) and (4.92) we
get

f W f^
*>„ = — / ip(t) rr—7—rrrrT-

ncf»h[np(ee/hlc)\

The corresponding transition probability is then given by the equation

w le — f i = (4.96)

The term S'(e - eJ) takes its origin from the first term in the right-hand side of eq.(4.93). For
the mean loss of energy from eqs.(4.96) and (4.95) we obtain

The function to(e — e1} gives the first-order contribution to the transition probability g(e — tJ).
Summation of the whole perturbation series can be done as before [see eqs.(3.9)-(3.11)j with
the only modification that integration over the energy £ must be substituted by summation
over the quantum states. For simplicity instead of the Fourier transformation we will use the
following transformation

g(X) = r g{s
J-at

The final result for g(X) is

where

(4.97)

(4.98)

The term with n = 0 in this expression has to be calculated as the limiting value of the
summand at n —> 0.

The finite-difference equation for the distribution function,

/{*)= £ 9lnhw)f{e-nhu-*hl/t), (4.99)

displays periodicity of this function against shifting <p by 2a\ The function g{nhw) is connected
with ;(A) via the relation

It is worth while to be noted that in a tilted potential the energy spectrum is continuous, and
periodicity of the unperturbed potential manifests itself only in quantization of the energy
changes e - t ' = nhw. Equation (4.99) differ* from the equation (3.10) in [41] in the following
points:

1) we have neglected here the effects of classical reflection from the barrier top for energies
e < 0 and quantum overbarrier reflection at e > 0, assuming that the actual range of energies,
e — hjeje, exceeds greatly both ftfl and T;
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2) in contrast to the integral equations in [41], written for continual changes of energy £,
equation (4.99) takes explicitly into account quantization of the energy transfers in a periodic
potential;

3) only one function f(e) (corresponding to fR in [41]) enters eq.(4.99), since far above the
barrier tops the number of particles going upwards of the potential tilt is exponentially small.

Similar to the classical case, the existence of two energy scales, hii ~ T and ft Ic/e » ft fl,
enables us to use the anzatz

where the function X(e) varies on the scale e ~ hlc/e. When substituting into eq.(4.99) we
assume that A(e') in the right-hand side is a constant, specified by the energy e in the left-
hand side of the equation. Implicitly, the parameter E enters the kernel of eq.(4.99) through
the functions s(x) and p(x) (see eqs.(4.12) and (4.94)). Summation over n gives then the
condition that g(X) times exp(-Ajrft//eT) equals unity. With account of eq.(4.97) we obtain
the equation

Xr, = Z(X,y,x), (4.100)

which determines A as an implicit function of parameters tj, y and x, X — X(tj,y,x). The
parameters t) and y are specified by the external current I, tf = If la, and the temperature T,
y = hfl/2irT. The parameter x is related to the energy c, x ~ ec/hlt. The range of variation
of x at given i\ and y is determined by the range of variation of the energy e. The maximal
energy £m corresponds to the extremal value of / ( t ) , when A = 0. Expanding Z{\,y,x) at
small A and taking into account eq.(4.95) we get

Z(A,y,*)«Ar(lm) , A < 1 .

From eq. (4.100) we then obtain
r(xm) = r,.

The minimal energy s = 0 corresponds to z — 0. Then in the same way as in See.2, we obtain

X(r),y,x)dx. (4.101)

Combining this equation with eq.(4.32), which expresses the parameter of the Gaussian distri-
bution of the retrapping current through the logarithmic derivative of the retrapping time T(T),
we see, that the final result is expressed via the derivative 5A(r),y, x}jdr). From eq.(4.100) it
follows that

dX A
•a ipt f \ _- _ \ _ "

Hence, the half-width of the retrapping current distribution entering the expression (4.33) is
determined by the equations

A * . - ^ A ( A + 1) + ± £ cosh[(2A
4 4 ^ 1

(4.102)

(4.103)
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- sinh[ri6(i)y] coshl[np(i)]J ' ( 4 ' 1 0 ^

The results of classical consideration follow from these equations in the limit x —* 0. Retaining
in the right-hand side of eq.(4.103) only terms finite at y = 0 and taking account of eq.(4.95)
we obtain the equation

Ar)m = r(x)X{X + 1).

It follows then, that in the classical limit dX/dt}m does not depend on rfm,

dr,m ~ r[x)'
(4.105)

and we reproduce the result (4.34).
In the quantum regime, when y > 1, only numerical results can be obtained. In the limit

of very small x the sums in eqs. (4.103) and (4.104) should be transformed into integrals with
account of the relation p(x)/s(x) -* 1/2 at i -+ 0. Hence, at x — 0 the values of A and Z[
must be calculated from the equations

Xt>- = VyJo
{cosh[(2A + l)vy] - i

vsinh(oi/)cosh'(u/2)
(4.106)

7, _ 1. r°° sinh|(2A + l)vy]dv
Jk 2 Jo sirsinh(vy) coshs(u/2)'

In the limit of large y and i?m the equation (4.106) reduces to

ln(l - 2Xy) = -Xyr}M.

In the first approximation we can take the argument of the logarithm to be vanishing, getting
A « l/2y. The next iteration then gives

From this equation we obtain

S S2y l

dX

Comparing this asymptotics with eq.(4.105) one concludes, that in the quantum regime [y - 1)
at large currents rjm > 1 the main contribution to the integral (4.102) comes from a region
near its upper limit. Results of numerical calculations for several values of y = kti/2nT are
presented in Fig. 16.

Consider the ultraquantum regime, when y > 1. For t)m - 1 > 1 in the main region of
x > 1 the inequality s(x}y > 1 enables one to neglect in eqs. (4.103)and (4.104) the term
exp[-s(x)y\ compared to exp[s(z)j/]. In this way we obtain expressions, where A enters the
arguments of the summands only in combination Xy. Substitution Ay -+ A gives then the
following result for the retrapping current distribution:

-exp -
f rJ(r,-r)m)Jl
f 2^(,m) J- (4.107)
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Figure 16: Dependence of the reduced half-width £(t?m,ir) on the reduced current
qn ~ rImRCtt/4lt at different values of the quantum parameter y = ftD/2irT.

where T = KIt/tyT = 2*/,/<(],

The function X(ri^,x) obeys the equation

**- = *¥+ \]
whereas

g. exp[2Ar»(a)l - 1
3 ncosh'lnpf*)] '

(4.108)

(4.109)

J?i(A.«) = ̂  [l + 2£ ~j£j -^f ] • (4.110)

Corrections to eq.(4.108) come from the following two sources. For x — 1 the terms neglected
at derivation of eq.(4.109) are relatively as small as exp[-2«(x)y]. On the other hand, at
x <c 1 the inequality «(z)y > 1 does not hold. Asymptotically we have

It follows then that at large y the inequality «(t)j < I holds only in a very narrow region,
x < exp(-2T1y), and corresponding correction to the function <r(tjm) is again exponentially
small at y > 1. The analytical structure of the eqa.(4.108), (4.109) and (4.110) Is very
complicate even in the limit of tjm -• <x>. Therefore, we have no definite answer for asymptotic
behavior of a(ijm) .
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Comparison of eqs.(4.33) and (4.107) shows, that for a given location of the peak I = Im

of the retrapping current distribution the half-width of the distribution is diminishing with
lowering of the temperature, reaching a constant value ~ ejRC at T = 0. The reduced half-
widths £(»)„) at large temperatures T > fifl (y = 0) and <r(r>m) at low temperatures T < hU
[y — oo) are depicted in Fig. 17.

10

Figure 17: Dependence of the half-width of the retrapping current distribution on the reduced
current t}m in the classical (E) and ultr&quantum (a) regimes.

5 Summary and final remarks
In this paper we have tried to present consistent derivations of a number of the results relevant
to Kramers' problem. Therefore, it is reasonable to enumerate here the basic final expressions.
Considering the escape rate out of a single-well potential, we have succeeded in bridging
between the extremely underdamped regime and the regime of moderate friction, deriving
expression (2.55) for the preexponential factor A(A) shown in Fig.2 as the function of the
reduced dissipation A = S/T. This result has enabled us to write down eq.(2.55) for the
escape rate valid for arbitrary damping. For the average energy of escaping particles we have
obtained eq.(2.63), which is plotted in Fig.3. The same approach when applied to a double-
well potential results in eq.(2.71) for the preexponential factor of the Brownian particle's life
time in a particular potential well and in eq.(2.73) for the relaxation rate of a nonequilibrium
population of the two wells.

The rate of escapes of the quantum Brownian particles is considered with the use of well
known methods. For the underdamped regime we have presented a general expression (3.20)
for the preexponential factor A[&,y), which depends on the reduced dissipation A s S/T and
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on the quantum parameter y = hwjlnT. For several values of y the total preexponential factor
^loifA.y) (see eq.(3.24)) is plotted in Fig.5. In the extremely underdamped regime we have
obtained eq.(3.2l), which shows that at A < 1 the function A depends on A in a universal
manner, A(A, y) « t±}~¥a{y). The function a(y) is depicted in Fig.6 for both cubic and cosine
potentials, the difference between these results does not exceed few percent. In contrast to the
classical case, in the quantum overdamped case the distribution function becomes explicitly
dependent on the friction strength. We have calculated the partition function of a Brownian
particle in a semiclassical potential well (see eq.(3.3l)), the distribution N{x) of density of
the Brownian particles (see eq.(3.34)) and the distribution of particles in the coordinate and
momentum }[p,x) (see eq.(3.40)). From these results, the conclusion follows that interaction
with high-frequency modes of thermal bath causes large zero-point fluctuations of the particle
momentum. For the escape rate in the overdamped regime we have derived eq.(3.46) which
is applicable at sufficiently high temperature.

A large part of this paper is devoted to investigation of fluctuation-induced phenomena
in Josephson junctions. We begin with calculation of the voltage-current characteristics in
the absence of noise (see eq.(2.32) and Fig.8). The effects of noise substantially change the
voltage-current characteristics in a certain range of the external current, since under effects of
noise a Josephson junction switches between the zero-voltage and running states. The result is
a fluctuation-induced voltage across the junction, given (in an exponential approximation) by
eq.(4.23) and depicted in Fig.9. The random events of the retrapping into zero-voltage states
in the process of a very slow decreasing of the external current are described by the retrapping
current distribution. We have shown that typically this distribution is Gaussian and derived
eq.(4.34) (see Fig.17) for the dependence of the reduced half-width of the distribution on the
location of its maximum. The onset of the retrapping state is related to a threshold value
of the external current. The fluctuation-induced voltage-current characteristics is calculated
in slightly different manner below threshold (see eq.(4.50) and Fig.10) and above threshold
(see eq.(4.56)). Exactly at threshold it has a break of finite magnitude, given by eq.(4.59)
and plotted in Fig.ll. The problem of the lifetime of the resistive state is solved completely,
the final result is given by eq.(4.69). The problem of the life time of a zero-volt age state is
much more complicated. Its solution is given by eqs,(4.74), (4.75), (4.83) and (4.84). The
mathematical approach developed to solve this problem has also provided us with expression
(4.85) for the partial probabilities of the phase jumps by 2im (n is an integer) (numerical
results for n - 1 and n — 2 are plotted in Fig.12 and Fig.13) and with expression (4.86)
for the probability of switching from a zero-voltage state into the running state, plotted in
Fig.14. In the extremely underdamped case the probabilities v/n of the phase jumps are given
by eq.(4.90) which is illustrated in Fig.15.

Application of the general method to fluctuation-induced phenomena in Josephson junc-
tions in the quantum regime is hindered due to a large number of the parameters involved.
Therefore, we have restricted ourselves with calculation of the half-width of the retrapping
current distribution which is determined by eqs.(4.102) (4.104) in the general case and by
eqs.(4.107)-(4,110) in the ultraquantum regime. The results of numerical calculations of these
quantities are presented in Figs.16-17,

AH these results were derived under condition that the ratio TjUa is small. It should be
noted, however, that this parameter enters the problem in a twofold manner. On one hand,
under condition T < Uo the escape rate is exponentially slow, T~l oc exp(-(7Q/T). In this
respect the values Uo/T ~ 6-7 seem to be sufficiently large, since during the life time in
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the potential well the Brownian particle could accomplish exp(l/0/T) ~ 10!-103 oscillations.
On the other hand, the ratio Uo/T should not be too large, least the decay events become
extremely rare and nearly out of observation. The results of this paper are only correct in the
leading approximation in T/Uo, and corrections from the next terms of the expansion may be
quite substantial. Therefore, the calculation of the preexponential factor for finite values of
T/Uo represents absolutely necessary step in complete solution of Kramers' problem [58].

Another very important approximation which has drastically simplified our considerations
is that the noise is assumed to be white and Gaussian. In real experimental systems situation
may not be so simple. For example, rigorous considerations have shown, that in a Josephson
junction thermal noise is given by superposition of two Nyquist-Johnson terms [59]. Moreover,
the noise characteristics in Josephson junctions can be tuned by changing experimental setup.
In a beautiful experiment with the use of a delay line it has been demonstrated, that , in accord
with theoretical predictions [60], the resonant interaction between the noise and the phase
oscillations in an underdamped junction results in an oscillating dependence of the escape
rate on the delay time [61]. This experimental result gives the most direct confirmation of
the correctness of our ideas on the activated decay processes. We have cited these theoretical
and experimental results in order to demonstrate the present state of the art (for detailed
information see [43]).
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